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The Black Cat

Marks Climax of Successful Season of
Baptist Men’s League-Women Present

The Rockland Oazette was established ln 1840. In 1874 the Courier
A special session of the Maine weeks ago. Subsequently. Barrows was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
With nearly 100 men and women persons in Iowa after a bridge was
Legislature, the length of which said he would place the Smith mat was established ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers
consolidated
March
17,1897.
present
Thursday night's meeting of destroyed by a flood. She received
legislative leaders hesitated to pro- ter before the legislators for what
the Baptist Men’s League was a fit a gold medal for her bravery from
diet will convene next Thursday. ever action they desired to take.
ting climax to President Axel f. the Iowa Legislature.
The principal subject will be dis
Besides their consideration of the
[EDITORIAL]
Brunberg's flrst administration. Tlie
cussion of Maine's current finan financial tangle, the solons will be
The heroism of handicapped lives
word "first" Is used because Mr.
cial tangle.
called upon to act on legislation
next received attention; and In
THEY’RE WATCHING WILKIE
Brunberg was promptly renominated
Decision by the Governor was seeking the repeal of a law requlrstances given of those who having
and his attempted declination was
made after he had received a com- i ing motor vehicle owners to show
lost their eyesight and met with
The 5 percent credited to Wendell Wilkie in Dr. Gallup's
over-ruled with equal promptness
presensive repurt on state finances proof of title and pay a $1 fee be
political survey ls apparently Insignificant, but It takes on
and unanimity.
for fiscal years 1938 and 1939 front fore obtaining their registrations.
Importance when It ls realized that he "Jumped from no
The women who served the supper
private auditors.
Then, too, legislation will be in
where," as Dr. Gallup expresses, and is not only the lead
had not expected an attendance ex
Legislative leaders vere inclined troduced in an effort to change a
ing dark horse, but ls ln fourth place, climbing rapidly as the
ceeding 80, but there appeared to
to believe there would be several law to make regulations of the
result of efforts being made in his behalf by voluntary workers.
be no limit to the roast lamb, straw
other tilings for the law makers to Maine Unemployment Compensa
His assets, as hastily summed up, are his age (48), his ability
(By The Roving Reporter)
berry shortcake and “flxin's” which
attend to immediately after arriv tion Commission coincide with those
as a business and industrial executive, and his magnetism as
emerged
from
the
kitchen
in
the
ing at the Capital.
of the Federal Social Security
a campaigner. The time from now to the Republican Na
hands of the diligent and efficient
Rockland High School's com
Nov. 28, 1897, Mr. and Mrs. Her
Designation of two "important' Board.
tional Convention in Philadelphia is very brief, but if Warren
waiters.
mencement
comes
unusually
early
bert
M. Lord made their final ap
committees—one to'look into angles
Some legislators hinted that the
O. Harding could be nominated over night, what might be
President Brunberg at the outset
this year—June 6. But of course pearance In charge of the First
of the financial muddle and an legislative inquiry into various mat
expected of Wendell Wilkie, who has come so rapidly within
of the business meeting praised the
the boys and girls are all anxious Baptist Choir, and 100 persons were
other to confer proposed changes ters might be broadened to include
the Nation's vision. Wilkie and Dewey would be an ideal ticket
League for its excellent attendance
to get to work.
unable to gain admittance to the
in tlie 8tate's Administrative Code— a study of all State departments
but of course Impossible, as both men hail from the same
during the past season, and de
church, a correspondent informs
undoubtedly will be one of the and a probe of activities during the
State.
One wouldn’t suppose there would me Soloists on that occasion were
clared that the church should be
first moves, leaders said.
existence of the ERA ln Maine.
be much money ln counterfeiting a Miss Jennie F. Ingraham, so
proud of an organization which had
They said it probably would not
It appeared problematical whether
NOT THE TICKET
I copper cent, but “it ls being done” prano; Miss Sarah M. Hall, so
endured so successfully for 33 years.
be the function of a financial com tlie lawmakers would take up at
1 as the English say. The average prano; H. M. Lord, tenor; The la
He also complimented Prank H. In
mittee of the Legislature to go over their special session consideration
On this page yesterday Miss Dorothy Thompson made the
weight of one of Uncle Sam's dies' quartet on that occasion In
graham, entertainment chairman,
flrst motion ln the Republican National Convention of 1940.
again the work done by private au ol a large overdraft ln the pauper
j
pennies ts 48 grams; one which cluded Miss Ingraham and Miss
for
the
excellence
of
the
programs
In
her
fascinating,
positive
way
Miss
Thompson
put
forward
a
ditors and investigators but to have account of the Welfare Department.
negative proposal. She would have the Republicans leave a
which he had provided.
came to a Rockland till this week Hall sopranos; Miss Aimee Marsh,
them appear before the committee
The Governor recently said there
blank space at the head of their ticket. She reckons that
Following
ls
an
official
list
of
the
weighed only 33 grams.
mezzo soprano, and Miss Elizabeth
and outline ln detail their findings. already was an overdraft of $100,would give Mr. Roosevelt a third term by default. As regards
League's charter members:
M. Perry, contralto. An address
The legislators also were expect 000 in that division, because the
the Vice Presidency she would have the party take a different
Assembling the belongings of his
Rev William J Day Rev W C Holman
course, nominating Wendell L. Wilkie. It would be her hope
was delivered by tlie pastor, Rev.
ed to be faced with the task of dis Legislature did not provide a suf
Benjamin 8 Plfleld J. I. CUley
late sister Hezekiah Crandall
that the Democrats would so far return the compliment as to
E H Lawry
A B Butler
Robert W. Van Kirk.
posing of the case of 8tate Treas ficient appropriation, he said, and
A E Brunberg
W O Puller. Jr.
Thursday afternoon a coqple engive Franklin D. Roosevelt no associate on his ticket. The
urer Belmont A Smith <R) who de indicated the amount might reach
E H Crle
F 6 Kalloch
result would be an Administration that resembled what is
Presidenl Axel E. Brunberg, who ter written during the Civil War
R K Greene
A A Gay
clined to relinquish his duties at $400,000 by the end of the fiscal year
called ln parliamentary countries "a national government.”
H J Philbrook
A J. Huston
will head the Baptist Men's league on wall paper and signed by a
A one-story building, 25x27 feet,
Maynard 8 Bird
John A Karl
the request of tlie Governor a few next June 30.
’ The chief flaw ln the picture would be that the continu
another year.
Frank A Maxey
H I Klx
number of officers of the Union which formerly served as a store in
ance of this attempt at fusion would depend on a single heart
C. F Simmons
P K Leach
Army. Wall paper communications Port Clyde Is now located at Wild
George Brews'er
Edward J Morey
beat. Three Presidents of the United States have been killed
Dr
M
I.
Judkins
Wm H Maxey Jr.
other afflictions, yet did marvelous were common enough ln those days, cat, where its new owner, Mr.
by pistol shots At almost any moment Mr. Roosevelt might
Jos H Kalloch
Almon Bird
be the fourth. His passing would mean an overturn ln the
things in carrying on. The story was but most of us probably thought Prior, will convert it Into a resi
A P. Sherman
M H 8uIIIvan
8 D. Crosby
Osmond Palmer
national Administration. Party control ar.d domestic policies
told of Ole Bull, the violinist, who that chain letters were compara dence. Fred M. Blackington took
Milton Weymouth V. A. Leech
would shift completely because of the pressure of some crack
Frank 8 Keep
A Benner
had his A string snap while playing tively a modern fad. Mr. Crandall It ln tow one day this week with
C H Morey
A L. Richardson
pot’s finger on a trigger.
and transposed the composition on turned the letter over to Herbert two large motor trucks and five
Henry J Fitch
Henry W Ryder
When Grover Cleveland flrst took his place in the White
C 8 Beverage
C. I. Rising
three strings. He made the appli W. Thorndike, whom he knew to be hours later the building had a new
House. Thomas A. Hendricks went into office as Vice Presi
H T. Rising
F M Ulmer
Francis Plghe
Frank W Puller
dent. Less than nine months after taking the oath Mr. Hen
cation to the handicap of life, and must interested ln relics.
voting residence.
Ernest E Hager
Wilson Merrill
dricks died suddenly. That left John Sherman as President
showed what our attitude toward
Dr John P. Harris O. D Parmenter
of the Senate and according to law then regulating the suc
P. E. Poet
Edward L Cox
That
longest
stretch
of
straight
these should be. A fine example
F J. Bicknell
A Palmer
cession, next in line for the Presidency. As Senator Sherman
Edgar V Plnkham J. N Southard
of this attitude was that of Thomas road to which I referred in a previ
Main street pedestrians observed
was
a
perennial
aspirant
for
the
Republican
Presidential
nomi

A Fanout G-E’DIal
Nearly ft dozen of these members Edison who. deafened by an accident ous Issue lies Just to the westward j wlUl Interest and amusement
nation the passing of Mr Cleveland would have changed the
the Fabric” Iron $8.95
political picture completely. So alarming was this possibility
responded to the roll call Thursday ' when 12 years of age, went on to of the entrance to Waldoboro vil- 1 Thursday afternoon a couple en
and AlWIetal-Vanted
that Mr. Cleveland yielded to the advice of friends and did not
write has name indelibly on the lage after going across the rail gaged m a square dance Just around
night, and got quite an ovation.
risk a railroad trip to his Vice President's funeral at Indian
Iraalnc.Tabla $5.95.
The report of the nominating pages of human history ln his in road overpass.
thc corner. The man wore a scar
apolis. The Republicans, of their own will, changed the suc
committee was presented by a for ventions.
let hat, and ls an octogenarian, but
cession on the motion of Senator Hoar, Republican, of Mass
A $14.90 VAUII FOB
I received a call yesterday from
mer president, E. L. Brown, who Mr. Day closed by calling attention
I I'm not going to publish his name.
achusetts, and conferred it on the Cabinet.
my
long-time
friend
John
P.
Leach
Miss Thompson should rethink her American history. The
Issued a timely warning to the to the thousands of homes in which
His dancing partner is—but Pm not
Roosevelt-Wilkie ticket Would be an invitation to an assassin.
League that Mr. Brunberg would heroism is manifest in things en of Camden, who Is probably Knox going to give either her age or her
—Boston Globe.
probably attempt to decline. The dured, and the services rendered in County's champion mountain climb I name.
SI.W down
ft ■aonthli
the finest kind of spirit. Tnerc are er. Forty-three years ago he laid
officers are:
ROOSEVELT'S WISHES GRANTED
With Tour Old Iron
uncrowneu heroes, many in every out trails on the Camden moun
President—Axel E. Brunberg.
One year ago: Clarence Simmons
town, hamlet and city, who must tains, and with only one or two ex
First
Vice
President
—
Joseph
E
Be the first te take ad
President Roosevelt did the natural and expected thing
exceptions
has
been
over
them
was
killed and four other Lincoln
get their crowns in another world
Blaisdell.
vantage ef this special
Thursday when he asked Congress for $1,182,000,000 to make
every year since, often acting as a Academy students were seriously
than
this,
and
by
One
who
never
Second
Vice
President
—
Edward
J.
combination offer.
our defenses invulnerable and our security absolute. He
misses these struggles, sacrifices, and guide for strangers. Bald Rock on injured, returning from the Rock
Hellier.
warned the Joint session that "unprepared" nations find them
Mt. Megunticook ls his idea of the land track meet when their car left
Secretary
—
-David
8
Beach.
services.
selves overrun by the enemy. His call for planes—and more
finest view from a lofty height. I thc highway near the cement plant
Treasurer
—
Osmond
A.
Palmer.
planes—ls in absolute line with what this paper has advo
Readers
unfamiliar with the sub- j and overturned. — Huntley-Hill
Auditor—Charles A. Emery.
cated for the past two years, on the ground that battles are
Ject will be interested to know Post's buddy poppy sale netted $192.
The
entertainment
program
was
now fought mainly from the air. Naval officials were dilatory
that Mt. Megunticook is “tops'' ln —Ernest C. McIntosh, 61, died in
opened with accordion selections by
and reluctant about admitting this, but the tragic record of
A VUiting President Tells Knox County towering 1382 feet (Vinalhaven. — The Knox-Lincoln
Danny
Patt
and
cornet
selections
by
the present war, which has seen hundreds of ships sent to the
above sea level. Ragged Mountain track meet resulted: Lincoln 56'4
Dudley Harvey, both accomplished
a Fascinating Story of
bottom by bombing planes is the eloquent answer to this argu
Is 1300 feet and Mt. Battle 800 feet. I points, Rockland High, 42‘4.
POWER COMPANY
musicians.
Pratt
leaves
shortly
for
Dentistry, Ancient and
ment. We must have Navies and Armies, and mechanized
Pauling,
N.
Y.,
where
he
will
rejoin
units, but above all we must have an air armada which can
Modem
the orchestra which plays at the
withstand the assaults of powerful Germany—an armada
summer home of Lowell Thomas.
Dr George Nevens, former Rock
which can take much, but give more. President Roosevelt
His unusual ability has had many land ball player, former Bowdoin
wants America's capacity expanded until 50.000 planes can
demonstrations in this section, and College football star, World War
The influence of Maritime Com enger steamship America will prob
be turned out annually—50,000 fighting planes "ready to
he will be greatly missed from local buddy and a member of the dental mission E. C. Moran, Jr., was sought ably arrive here June 11 and
meet any lightning offensive against our American interest.”
music circles.
profession, was guest speaker at by the Flag Week committee ln would be ln port while the Flag
This country's ability to turn out planes of the latest and
The
central
feature
of
Thursday
yesterday's
Rotary meeting, and In obtaining a ship for this port dur Week observance ls on. This mighty
most effective type has been seen the past year ln the tre
night's meeting was of course the the subsequent words of President
craft carries 1200 passengers in ad
mendous output for the Allies, and man-power can scarcely
presence of !Rev. William J. Day of John Smith Lowe "made a home ing that period.
dition to a crew of 630.
be lacking in these days of relief and unemployment. The
Winthrop, Mass., as guest speaker. run.” His talk was exceedingly in
Chairman Austin P. Brewer was
Commissioner Moran speaks in
President has acted as the President of the United States
The founder of the Baptist Men's teresting and practical, always pre made happy this morning by the Portland next Wednesday ln conshould act, and Congress Is co-operating. Our plans may be
League was introduced by F. A. sented ln terms which any laymen receipt of letter from Commissioner i nectlon with Maritime Day and will
somewhat tardy, but they have everybody's approval, with the
Winslow of the entertainment com could understand.
Moran stating that the new pass-1 make a brief home visit Tuesday.
possible exception of the Reds and the Pacifists, which, like the
mittee,
to
get
the
greeting
which
Dr.
Nevens
is
president
of
the
poor, we have with us always.
eloquently tells of his popularity Boothbay Harbor Club recently re
Tlie Maine State Unemployment
here.
elected because of his valued serv
office finds an acute shortage in
The subject of Mr. Day’s address ices with the new organization. His
housekeepers, and need several at
THURSDAY, ONE DAY ONLY, MAY 23
was “Heroes and Heroism."
A Former Stage Star,
organization was referred to by
once
Also there are Jobs for 40
Mr. Day said In opening that the the entertainment chairman, Elmer
Rev. Paul G. Jackson
ON THE STAGE IN PERSON
subject was one which should Inter B. Crockett, as the baby club of
woodchoppers, to cut and peel pulp
To Be Guest Speaker
est us, since we are all more or less the district.
wood.
WCSH Radio Hillbilly Show
Give All the Family
hero-worshippers. Heroic appeals to
Young People of Knox County to
Dr. Nevens tossed back a few
i us wherever we discover It. It Is bouquets, himself, complimenting meet Monday night at Tenant's
; very likely our flrst thought on the the Rockland Club for Its consist
OPEN tlOUSE
Harbor. The program: 4.45 Regis
| subject would be of heroes and ently high attendance record, and
The Division of Professional
On
the
Screen
—
“
SKI
PATROL
”
Visit the beautiful New Paramount Res
I heroism ln war, because war offers for the three able speakers It had tration; 5.00 “My Experiences in and Service, ln co-operation with
a nation-wide program, plans to
so large a field for the manifestation sent to Boothbay Harbor—L. A. the Philippines," Rev. Donald Per
taurant tomorrow and enjoy a dinner whose
Four Shows—2.00, 4.00, 6.45, 8.45
of these, but peace has its heroes no Walker, Dr. John Smith Lowe and ron; 630 supper; 7.30, opening of hold "Open House" during the
Fine quality you will remember long in what
week of May 20, to aUow the pub
Children's Matinee 4 P. M.
less than war. The heroic is to be Past District Governor Alan L. Bird. evening session, banner awards; 8.00
lic inspection of the different
is questionably the most beautiful restaurant
10 CMito
found in every sphere and walk of A Rorkland townsman was includ evening address, Rev. Paul O. Jacktypes of Professional and Service
1. DOWN EASTERS
east of Portland.
Projects now operating in Maine.
life. It ls not confined to any par ed in his remarks along that line. son.
I. SKI PATROL
You are cordially Invited to
ticular people, race or nation. Nor
We are proud of our beautiful new restau
“Is there anybody here who has
By special request, Mr. Jackson attend an exhibit of the National
3. 4 EXTRA CARTOONS
is
it
limited
to
any
specific
engage

rant, but we are prouder still of the peerless
never felt dental pains?” was the will tell the story of his own con
Archives Project at Room 1,
4. VACATION DIARYment, pursuit or activity. It is uni pertinent question with which Dr. version and call to the Christian
Federal Building, Rockland, May
SHORT
foods and splendid service our ultra modern
21, to May 25, 1940, open 1.30
versal ln scope.
Nevens
began
his
lecture
on
“
Den

ministry,
speaking
on
the
topic,
p. m. to 4 p. m. each day.
kitchen makes possible.
The speaker then took up the mat. tistry.” There was no raising of "From the Stage to the Pulpit.”
Ella C. Newman, Supervisor,
ter of the heroic in various realms, hands in response to this query.
The National Archives Project.
Prior to his conversion, he had
SPECIALS FOR SUNDAY
speaking particularly of aviation
Dr. Nevens who has studied close begun a promising career in the
IXHJSTER CHOWDER OR TOMATO BISQUE
and medical science. He then referred ly the history of dentistry, as well theatre, playing important roles
AND FRUIT COCKTAIL
to the fact that the press is daily as practicing it successfully in his with well known companies in most YOUR FAVORITE POEM
CHOICE OF
giving
us heroism In the various call home town, traced dental ailments of the larger cities of the United
W’*OI.E HOT (’ll COLD BOILED LOBSTER. OR
If I had my life to live again I
ings of life, such as policemen, fire back to the dinosaur. Thc ancient States and Canada. As pastor of
STEER SIRLOIN STEAK, DRAWN BUTTER
would have made a rule to read some
MIXED SALAD
JULIENNE POTATOES
men, and workers in dangerous in Egyptians knew them, 3000 years the Calvary Baptist Church of poetry aud listen to some music at
least once a week. The loes of thsaa
HOT HOME MADE BISCUITS
dustries. Some striking examples ago and resorted to priestcraft for Brewer, Mr. Jackson has a large tastes
Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
FRESH STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE
were presented ln, this particular. cures. In the olden times they used listening audience every Sunday Darwin
TEA
COFFEE
MILK
He also referred to the heroism of to apply blue vitriol which served night when he speaks on the Cal
DEPENDABLE
75c
Kate Shelley, who stirred the coun to eat away the tender tissue until vary Gospel Hour, a broadcast from The man who always keeps his wont
very good to know.
try a few years ago with her exploits the aching molar practically fell his church over Bangor's radio HeIsdoes
COMPLETE LINE OF SEA FOOD AT POPULAR PRICES
Just who! he saya he will—
of
saving
a
passenger
train
and
300
That's
why we love him so.
9.00 to 1.00—D. S. T.
out on Its own accord. During the station WABI.
If he has told you: "I'll be there 1“
He's Johnny-on-the-Spot,
Roman civilization people wore
The address which he will give
And never makes the lame excuse
false teeth fashioned from ox In Tenant's Harbor has been deliv
That somehow he forgot.
BENEFIT BEANO
teeth. Dr. Nevens who has viewed ered at the Moody Memorial Church The man who always keeps his word
AT I. O. O. F. HALL
b very much admired.
some of the ancient specimens says ln Chicago and at the Calvary Bap He's
SATURDAY EVENING
sure to get a first-rate job
ADMISSION 40 CENTS
And
he Is never fired.
they looked like miniature black tist Church of New York City
EXCELLENT PRIZES
We know we can depend on him
Door
and
Attendance
Prizes
where
Mr.
Jackson
spoke
during
smith
tools.
t
And
so
we always do.
NO PARKING WORRIES
Unfortunately he ts rare—
ROCKLAND, ME.
MAIN STREET,
EVERYBODY WELCOME
The speaker told of some legend- New England week at the World’s
Let's hope that he la you!
00‘lt
Fair meetings last September.
(Continued on Page Five)
-Author unidentified
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Q£NERAL || ELECTRIC

The Rotary Club

CENTRA ^AAINE

“AMERICA” COMING FLAG WEEK

NEW
PARAMOUNT

A REAL TREAT TOMORROW!

Young People’s Rally

“THE DOWN EASTERS”

LAKEHURST—DAMARISCOTTA

GRAND OPENING DANCE
SATURDAY, MAY 25

THE NEW PARAMOUNT
RESTAURANT

Lou Paul and His Orchestra
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HIGH SCHOOL NEWS
By thc Pupils

School Baseball
THE LEAGUE STANDING
W. L. Pet.
St. George
Camden ...
Rockland
Thomaston
Lincoln .......
Vinalhaven
This does not include Friday’s
games.
• • ♦ ♦

NO WONDER THEY SMILE

HAVE YOU BEEN ENUMERATED?
If not, or if you have any doubt, fill out this blank
and mail to Melville A. Gould,
Depositors’ Trust Bldg., Augusta, Maine.

patient at Knox Hospital, having
undergone an appendectomy.
• • • •
On April 1, 1940,1 was living at address given be
Mrs. Danforth Adams and Mrs.
low,
but to the best of my knowledge 1 have not been
Jerome Burrows liave been substi
enumerated, either there pr anywhere else.
tuting for Miss Stahl and Mr. Bow
The World Is Like That; the au
den while they chaperoned the Ju
Next
Week's
Games
thor Kathleen Norris; publishers
niors and Seniors on tlie Grand
Tuesday—Rockland vs. Lincoln at
Name ..............................................................................
Doubleday, Doran Company, New
Double Tour to Washington and Newcastle; Camden at St. Oeorge;
York.
New York this week.
Thomaston at Vinalhaven.
Street and Number...............................................................
Of the more than 60 novels which
• • • •
Wednesday—Rockland at Vinal
Mrs. Norris has written, not onc
| Statistician Margaret Havener haven.
City ..........................................................................................
lacks the clear deep knowledge of
has listed the brother-sister sets in
Friday—Thomaston at Rockland;
human traits of character that ac
this school this week: Oeorge and Vinalhaven at St. Oeorge; Camden
claim her a vitally understanding
Tuesday, 30—Van Baalen \s.
Barbara Bodman. Kendrick and at Lincoln.
novelist, and one of America's much
Indies.
Miriam Dorman. Robert and Louise
•
•
•
•
admired and loved story tellers ' doin College attracted as aspirants
Wednesday, 31—Snow vs. Amoco.
Smith, Irving. Nathan and Made St, George 10. Camden R
She has great love for humanity to the status of Freshman there
But With It Butch
AUGUST
line McConchie, Walter and Marie
The
tide
ebbed
and
flowed
on
thc
and seeks to point clear lessons tn next year Jim Jordan and Robert
Thursday, 1—Van Balden vs
Wooster Stopped Bath’s
Dodge. Richard and Barbara Sea Camden baseball field Thursday
characters of worth tn her books.
W. Brown. We went together on
Texaco.
man, Raymond and Dorothy Ken afternoon, and when all was said
Ambitious Dempsey
Here arc thc winners of thc Rockland High School Sophomore priic
The World Is Like Tliat," might the train Friday morning, and
Friday, 2—Indies vs. A. & P.
speaking
contest,
a
report
of
which
was
published
in
Thursdays'
issue.
nedy, Joseph. Mary and Victoria and done the visiting St. Georgers
almost be called a biography of the were met at the station by wel
Sunday, 4—Elks vs. Perry.
Over 500 crazed fight fans jammed
Anastasio, Linwood and Beverly were sitting high, wide nnd hand Left to right: Walter Butler, Vivian Falla, Donald Fogg and Dorothy Trask.
central character of the book Joce coming committees from the dif
Monday,
5
—
Snow
vs.
A.
&
F.
the Park Street Arena last night to
Harmon. Charles and Kathleen some. Camden had slightly the
lyn Britton, a working girl and sec ferent fraternities to which we had
Tuesday, 6—Amoco vs. Indies,
Weed. Harold and Mary Gerrish, better of the batting duel, but errors Seastrom, Kaliio. Dearborn 2,
sec Rockland's own ‘'Butch" Woos
retary in a large business house in been invited. He went to the Delta
Wednesday, S—Van Baalen vs.
Merchant. Three-base hits. Mclter stack up against the clever
San Francisco. Out of contacts Upsilon House, while I stayed at James. Minnie, and Evie Smith, were translated Into St. Oeoige runs.
Perry.
quist. Dearborn. Home runs. Mel- MAY
Albert
and
Madeline
Munro.
Robert
Kinney
was
again
in
fine
form,
tan

"Young'
Jack Dempsey of Bath.
with love, pride, disillusionment Kappa Sigma, so that was the last
Thursday. 8—Elks vs. Texaco.
qutst. Marrlner. Hit by pitcher, by
Sunday. 19—Snow vs. Elks; Van
Well, Dempsey started out just like
social conditions in the midst of we saw of each other except for and Helen Powell. Osmond and ning 15 Camden batters. He was
Friday, 9—Amoco vs. A. & P.
Freda Woodman. Roland and Syl no puzzle to Dearborn, however, for , Kinney (Young); by Boynton (John- Baalen vs Amoco,
tlie great Jack Dempsey, former
wealth and frothy living. Chap- occasional chance meetings.
Sunday, 11—Snow vs. Indies.
he banged the horsehide for four son, P. Wiley). Base on balls. ofT j Monday, 20—Indies vs. Perry.
via
Hayes.
Everet.
Pauline
and
Ruth
worlds heavyweight champ, but he
< rone to a difficult, spoiled daughter
Monday, 12—Perry vs. Texaco.
It was raining a little but two Spear. Perry’ and Nancy Howard, hits in his five times at bat. Mar- ' Kinney 4; off Boynton 5. Struck
Tuesday. 2i—Texaco vs. A & P.
failed to end up like him. After
of divorced parents. Contrasts
Tuesday, 13—Elks vs. Van Baalen
Wednesday, 22—Snow vs. Amoco.
of the fellows decided to get in a Howard and Nathalie Edwards. An riner and Melqulst made circuit out. by Kinney 15; by Boynton 12.
starting
out fast it appeared that
come, to her of her own life and few holes of golf, so I went out
Wednesday, 14—Snow vs. Perry.
Thursday, 23—Elks vs. Perry.
and Jessie Olds. Elmer and clouts. Boynton set down 12 men Umpires, Bennett and Simmons.
"Butch" had taken otV more than
what she might expect in a world and watched them before dinner. I son
Thursday,
15
—
Amoco
vs.
Texaco.
Friday, 24—Van Baalen vs. Texaco;
Dorothy Havener. Jack and Barbara by the k o. route.
he could handle for Dempsey was
open to her.
i Thomaston 10, Camden 9
Friday, 16—Elks vs. Indies.
Sunday. 26—Indies vs. A. & P
In the afternoon the glee club gave iWood BUly and Jos,phlne Buck. St. George
continually connecting with hard
This really Ls a deeply entangled
Sunday,
16
—
Van
Baalen
vs.
A
i Camden fans witnessed a swatfest f perry vs. Texaco
an informal concert in the Moul-! m[nster_ Perley, Arlene and Barbara
ab bh po a
rights to Butch's face that had the
story of contrasts in environments,
! yesterday when thc home team went
&
P.
Monday,
27
—
Elks
vs.
Van
Baalen.
______ _
,t°n Unl°n The>’ h8d planncd ,P Bartlett. Harry and Ruth Graves., Johnson, cf
3 0 00
fans as well as Butch a little bit
and what a really balanced characMonday, 19—Indies vs. Texaco
down under a one-pon^- margin.
Tuesday, 28—Amoco vs. A & P.
Ur*can win out*of ure-TL^tying
th* “*** °' the art
Maxine and To®m>' Pcrr>' Marion
P................. 5 1 1 3
Tuesday, 20—Snow vs. Van Baalen. worried. But with two minutes of
Simpson
bitted
for
a
thousand,
Wednesday,
29
—
Snow
vs.
Indies.
____ ■__i,____ ____ . .. ’mg. but the rain droie everybody and
and Richard
Richard Harrineton
Harrington, Dannv
Danny Seastrom
Seastrom, ss
ss .................. 3 1 0
thc first round gone Butch connec
story to the end—quite worthy of the
Wednesday. 21—Perry vs. A A P
and Bartlett i nd Merchant chalked
Thursday. 39—Memorial Day.
inside.
and
Betty
Munroe.
P.
Wiley,
c
...................... 4 2 14
ted with Just one punch and that
high class of Kathleen Norris best
Thursday,
22
—
Elks
vs.
Amoco,
up
three
apiece.
Camden
scored
Friday, 31—Amoco vs. Perry.
In the evening the Masque and
Melqulst, rf
__
5 3 9
one punch was all that was needed,
novels.
k. S F.
half
a
cczer.
in
the
fourth
but
JUNE
Gown presented "The Petrified
Submaster Smith has been as- Blomberg, rf ................. 5 0
for lt caught Dempsey squarely in
Thomaston forged ahead in the
Sunday, 2—Elks vs. A & P.
Forest." After the play we went sisted tn the office this week by Alice Baum. 3b
UNION
________ 3 0
WOMEN'g BOWLING BANQUET
solar plexus and laid him squarely
fifth.
The
score:
Monday.
3—
Snow
vs
Texaco.
back to the house and had a mid- Rackliff and Owen Allen of the of- Kaliio, If...............
Now Thursday. May 9. was the date,
5 1
Philip Morine and Oliver Athearn on the canvas while Jack O’Brien
Thomaston
Tuesday, 4—Van Baalen vs. Indies.
Th* place the "Rendezvous,''
night lunch. Later the Bowdoln J flee practice class. Office boys were M. Wiley. 2b ................... 4 0
The Women's Bowling League met
Wednesday. 5—Perry vs A. & P. attended the New England Dairies counted the fatal ten.
ab h
there
student who sailed with Command- Osmond Woodman. Richard Sint
In the semi-final Joe Soucey
For fun—and a banquet, too.
Thursday, 6—Elks vs. Amoco.
annual meeting held in Vermont
Staples.
3b
5
2
er MacMillan on his last expedition mons, Milton Wooster. Linwood
37 8 27
knocked
out Lester Staples ln the
Some had a feast of lobater.
Friday,
7
—
Snow
vs.
Van
Baalen.
Suomela. rf
this week.
showed color movies of the voyage Harmon Harold Richards. Richard Camden
While others did partake
second round.
Sunday, 9—Indies vs. Texaco.
Estes,
cf
........
Of a luscious, acrumpttous. tender.
Funeral services for Palmer B.
Tlie movies, especially those of1 Rokes, John Wiley and Donald Kaiab bh po
tempting steak.
In the other bouts "Chummy"
Monday. lft-Snow vs. Perry.
D Sawyer, c .
That was a steak!
Martin were held Wednesday, Rev
Greenland and his comments on j loch.
3b ____ ____ 5 1 I
Skinner of Rockland was K O.ed
Tuesday,
11
—
Van
Baalen
vs
A
H
Sawyer,
p
Everyone enjoyed the music
Leo Ross officiating. The floral
them were equally interesting J
• • • .
____ 4 1 14
c
Of the genial Danny Patt.
by Slugger Brown of Pittsfield in
& P
Miller, 3b
The Freshman class has elected
tributes were many and beautiful.
As he fried to answer all requests
2b_____ ____ 5 0 I
Saturday morning I attended the
the second round. Butch Wooster
Wednesday,
12
—
Amoco
vs.
Texaco.
For thia song, or for that.
Verfe, c .........
these officers for next year: Bar Boynton, p....... ............. 2
! The remains were buried at Pine
10-minute chapel service.
Jr.,
of Rockland won a 4-round de
Thursday.
13
—
Elks
vs.
Indies.
The first number on the program
Simpson.
2b
.
Orove cemetery'. Appleton.
Surely proved to be a treat.
The only disagreeable thing rett Jordan, president; Stanley Mc- McGrath, ss .... -........... 4
cision over Kid Norman of Water
Friday. 14~Snow vs. A. Ac P.
Grover,
rf
....
Several songs by Ernest Munro.—
about the whole trip was the)0'"*' rtce P^dent: Virginia Fos- Dearborn, lb ...........
5
Sunday, 16-Van Baalen vs. Perry. I Mlss Sad‘e
of Clarry HUl ville. Buster Robinson of Thomas
Certainly hl* voice was sweet.
called on friends here Tuesday.
weather. It rained more or less ter, secretary; Donald Kalloch, Merchant, cf................. 5
We confess that Frances 6avlot
ton knocked out Percy Colson of
Monday.
17
—
Amoco
vs.
Indies.
37 12 27 8
treasurer; Nancy Parker’and Doug Marrlner, rf ________ 5
Really took ua bv surprise
during all of the two days, but
Mrs.
Pear!
Athearn
entertained
Tuesday.
16
—
Elks
vs.
Texaco
Rockland In the second round.
When, accompanied by Denny Patt,
Camden
las Perry, student council.
Anderson, rf ............
2
She sang, and rolled her eyes.
Saturday morning occurred what
Wednesday, 19—Vail Baalen vs the Wednesday Club this week; 12
—By "Lacroy"
ab
h
Young, rf____ __ _____ 2
Please page Major Bowes this minute.— appeared to
I members were present. Honors at
be a mixture of
Amoto.
Claude Bourget of the Metropoli
They can sing as well as bowl—
Aylward, 3b
4 2
thundershower
and
cloudburst. tan Insurance Company talked beOh. sou must know Im referring
bridge were won by Mrs. Alfred -j-p LIKT T' KNOW"
Thursday, 20—Snow vs. Elks.
3 3
39 10 27 7 Bartlett, c
To Ruth Ward and Alice Soule!
Hawes and Mrs. Priscilla Esancy
We both attended classes and met fore
sixth
Busl
Friday,
21
—
Texaco
vs
A
.
A:
P
Rockland. May 17
1 2
Who's bringing in that gadget
2 0 1 0 3 1 1 1 1—10 lYasgatt, 2b
several of the professors A base- nfss
class
week H,s St George.
Sunday,
23
—
Snow
vs.
Amoco.
Dennis
Athearn
celebrated
his
Why
is
lt
possible
for a corpora
With the strange, mysterious look?
1 2
Camden,
0 J 2 0 1 0 0 2 O- 5 Boynton, p. cf .
"Teas only Mr Blackington
ball game was scheduled for that he]p in expiainjng
0[ tbe
Monday. 24—Elks vs. Van Baalen. fourth birthday Tuesday by enter- tion to operate over the majority of
We had our pictures "took
McGrath,
ss
......
1
3
Runs, Johnson 2. Kinney, Sea
afternoon but had to be called off. problems of lnsurance, about which
Tuesday. 26—Indies vs Perry
taming the following friends, Ron- tlie United States, and parts of
Oeorge Sleeper was requested
1 13
strom 2. P. Wiley . Melqu 1st 2. Kaliio. Dearborn, lb
And now everybody nows
Wednesday. 26—Amoco vs. A. Sc P. aid Barker. Sandra Lee Manne. 1 foreign countries, when politics
I went to Chi Psi for the after- theJ. jlave
studying recently,
Merchant,
cf
lf
3 0
That tn more ways than proprietorship
Aylward. Boynton 2, Dearborn 2,
Thursday. 27—Perry vs. Texaco,
noon and dinner, and came home | ppOved invaluable.
Janice and Jennice Oordcn, Ann1 cannot do it in a single State?
He a surely "on hts toes "
Merchant. Marrlner, Young. Errors, Marriner. rf lf
Friday, 28—'Snow vs. Indies.
that evening. Jim stayed another
TP the shouts of "We want Jimmy.”
Thomas,
Marshall Payson and Joyce ' (Maybe one of your readers know!
P, Wiley, M. Wiley, Bartlett, Was- Anderson, rf
Flanagan then rame to bat.
Esancy.
|
Dim-Wit
Sunday, 30—Elks vs. Perry.
night and went to Old Orchard In
At the Junior High assembly, ar gatt, McGrath 8. Two-{>ase hits, [ Bracy, p
To “When Irish Eyes Are Smiling”
JULY
All of us take oil our hat
the evening. He had a good time, ranged by Mrs. Grafton Wednesday
We entreated Mary 8ylvester
Monday, 1 Van Baalen vs. Texaco.
but was rather disturbed when he morning, Muriel Adams was an Doris Weymouth third base: Lena
For a little song or two.
39 13 27 12
Tuesday. 2—Indies vs. A. & P.
But she said she was a little hoarse. returned in the small hours to find nouncer and Richard Stevens and
0 0 2 4 3 0 0 1 0—10
Cuccinello, right shortstop; Mar'on Thomaston
And that would never do.
Wednesday, 3—Amoco vs. Perry.
that another subfreshman had ar Harlan Rollins were stage managers. Harrington, left shortstop; Edith Camden
01060001 1—9
Next the prizes were awarded.
Thursday, 4—Snow vs. Texaco.
rived and was comfortably estab After devotions and flag salute, a Douglas, right field; ETzabeth
And the champions, you oet
Runs, Estes. D Sawyer 2. H. SawFriday, 5—Elks vs. A. & P.
Were a group of happy, smiling girls.
trumpet
solo
was
played
by
Betty
lished
in
his
bed.
The R H. 8. quintet.
Breen, center field; Man' Wotton, year, Verge 2, Simpson 3. Grover.
Sunday. 7—Amoco vs. Texaco.
To 'change your
j
I never knew a more friendly Cram.
Jimmy Flanagan presented them
left field. Umpire, Dr. Kent.— Aylward, Bartlett, Wasgatt, McMonday. 8—Van Baalen vs. Indies
Kitchen or Break
The cup and medals too.
group of fellows than those I met
There were two plays given. "The Marion Harrington
i Grath, Dearborn, Merchant 3. MarTo which each one responded
Tuesday. 9—Snow vs. Perry.
fast Nook. When
on this trip. They took us every- Mannerly Claude" and "Why Not
With a most sincere "Thank you.”
• • • •
, finer. Errors. Staples 3. H. Sawyer.
Wednesday, 10—Elks vs. Indies.
General dancing served as wind-up
where, showed us everything of in- Now." The cast of the first play
making
this change
Ten
Sophomore
girls
got
their
Aylward
2,
Bartlett,
Marriner,
AnThursday. 11—Van Baalen vs. A.
To our evening events.
terest that they could think of.) was: "Jeannette Hastings." Georgia first experience in ushering at school derson. Two-base hits, Miller. SimpWith gay plans already forming
come
in
and see our
&
P.
For our meeting, one year hence
They even gave us their beds. I Treat; “Leonora Ray," Betty Cram; functions at the Prize Speaking I son, Grover. Bartlett. Boynton.
Friday,
12
—
Elks
vs.
Amoco.
large
line
of Break
Now girls, be sure to keep ln trim —
don’t know where most of them "Rose Markland," Ruth Call; “Vir Contest Monday night. They in Three-base hits. Verge. McGrath
Op swimming, ride a bike,
Sunday, 14—Snow vs. Van Baalen.
fast
Sets
in
Maple,
I<et'a have for next years motto
slept, but I saw one trying to sleep ginia Davis,'’ Lucille Treat; Miss cluded Jean Calderwood. Madeline Base on balls, off H. Sawyer 1, off
Monday, 15—Perry vs. A & P
"Every Other Box a Strike!"
Enamel
or
Oak;
on a divan ln the lounge. It Clovely," Olenice Butman; "Claude Munro, Eloise Law, Barbara Lassell. Boynton 2. off Braey 1. Struck out.
-Faye Stetson
Tuesday, 16—Indies vs. Texaco.
Thomaston
prices
ranging
from
seems to me that one of the out Greer," Charles Seaman; "Neale Eileen Beach. Carol Hall, Dorothy by H Sawyer 8, by Boynton 3. by
Wednesday. 17—Van Baalen vs.
standing things about Bowdoln is Stuart," John Brown; "Cassie." Baum. Lucy Munro. Harriet Clark, Bracy 1 Hit by pitcher, by Sawyer Perry.
$9.75
MATINICUS
the love which everyone who goes Mary Callahan. The scene, the and Peggy Havener.—Eloise Law
(Aylward). Losing pitcher. Bracy.
to $34.00
Thursday, 18—Snow vs A. fi P.
Mrs. Ellen Young has relumed there seems to have for it. I living room in the home of Jean
• • • •
Umpires. Bennett and Simpson.
Friday, lOe -Elks vs. Texaco.
In unfinished from $8.75 up
from Bar Harbor where she passed haven't met anyone yet who could nette Hastings. The cast of charac
Richard Spear. Alice Bohn, Doug
Sunday, 21—Amoco vs. Indies.
two weeks with her daughter, Gladys understand why anyone should ters of the second play was: Mem las Cooper. Robert Nash, Robert
Monday, 22—Snow vs. Elks.
Wc also have a large line of beautiful Kitchen
EAST APPLETON
Young.
even consider any other collrge. bers of the Prentiss family. Dora, Smalley, Guido Fiore, Milton Ro
Tuesday, 23—Van Baalen vs.
Rebekahs
from
thts
part
of
thc
Cabinets in white and colors, reasonably priced
Mrs. Bert Teel has been visiting —Robert Brown.
Jean, Bob, and Clark played by barts. and Ruth McMahon attend
Perry.
relatives in Rockland.
• • • •
Lois Clark, Sylvia Christofferson, ed thc YP.C.U. conference in Au town attended the district meeting
Wednesday. 24—Indies vs. Perry
at Waldoboro.
Clyde Young and family have
burn yesterday.
Thursday, 25—Elks vs. A. 6c P.
Danny Patt entertained us with Earlton Beal, and Albeit Havener.
•
•
•
•
moved to Rockland.
Miss Dorothy Salo and Damon
Friday, 26—Snow vs. Texaco.
his accordion at Tuesday's assem Their Uncle Al was played by Ja
283 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1154
The target in the typewriting Gushee attended LA W. speaking
Mrs E. P. Cooper of Wollaston.
son Thurston.
Sunday, 20—Texaco vs. A. Ac P.
bly,
and
as
usual
did
a
fine
job
of
room thus records the speed rates of contest at Washington in which
Mass., is recovering from a recent
Other
numbers
on
this
program
Monday, 29—Amoco vs. Pern'.
it. He brought along two of his star
surgical operation.
were: Piano solo, Byron Keene; the first year typing classes: Over they were contestants, Damon win
as
pupils,
John
and
Jimmie
Dana
of
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Ames have
song. Pauline Havener; dance, Nor 70 words per minute. Maxine Perry; ning second place for boys.
?|rejzizraararazjz?
returned from Albion, where they Thomaston, who capably helped ma Ramsdeli; song. Lois Clark; 50, Ernest Dondis; 45 Eloise Law,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gordon.
were called by the illness and death him with this program: "Orpheus trumpet solo, Earlon Beal; and a Mary Lamb, Patricia Hall, Evelyn Mrs. Annie Pease and daughter
of Mrs. Ames' father, A. II. Went Overture," Mr. Patt; "Wedding of sketch "The Dentist's Delight" Gray; 40, Geraldine Norton, Robert Aline and granddaughter Luella
the Winds," Jimmie and Mr. Patt;
worth of Albion.
Drake, Arthur Sullivan, Harriet and Mrs. Robert Gushee and son
"Sharpshooters March," and “Ciri- given by Faith Long and Charles Wooster; 35, Robert Brown, Alice
David were callers Sunday at Mr.
Seaman.
biribim," Jimmie and John; “La
• • • *
Bohn. Dorothy Fogg, Veronia and Mrs. Roland Gushee's.
Golandrina," Jimmie, John .and Mr.
Several members of thc Junior Murphy. Virginia Bowley, Janet
Mrs. Floyd Gushee and son Larry
Patt. A little time was spent with High Stamp Club enjoyed a hike Shannon; 30, Ruth Wotton, Doro
This splendid Willys for 1940 is presented to the public to
request numbers, with Mr. Patt and supper at thc Samoset Break thy Melvin, Priscilla Brazier, Doro visited her parents Mr. and iMrs
meet the demand for a totally new low priced car, stylish
Frank Meservey Sunday.
playing and the student body sing
water Wednesday night
after thy Kenned", Madeline Munro, Rit
and beautiful—combining smart luxurious features,
Mrs. Luella Tuttle and Marlon
ing such numbers as "Sunrise Ser
school. Mrs. Orafton chaperoned. chie Linnell, Julia Mealey, Joe Page,
power and economy never before seen in thc motoring
Pease were callers at Orace Brawn's
enade," "South of the Border," nnd
Those who attended were Norma Marie Dodge, William Burns, Made
Saturday.
field—an outstanding leader!
"Playmates."
Ramsdeli, Olenice Butman, Ray line Hurd, Carl Rogers, Betty
Dorothy Havener played two pi
mond Chisholm. Irving Small, Clough, Earl Lymbumer, Keith
ano solos. "Valeik," and "Gavotte in James Baum, Joseph Mills, Vance Alien, Charles Huntley, James Jor
Everything you want in a motor rar at a big
with agility you've never seen before ... It
You get
saving in cost ix supplied by this improved new
matches any car's 75 miles per hour on thr high
E Major." the latter being thc selec
Norton, and Morris Ames.—Char dan. Aggie Copeland. Mary Sim
Willys. It brings a new conception of motoring
way ... Its thrifty engine lakes you up and over
tion she played when receiving a
mons; 25, Mary Cross, Edith Rich.
lotte Gilchrist
luxury to the low price field. Never befare has
most hills with brrathtaking ease. It Is easy to
The RJrc Rnpure Ben Ire Expert
superior
rating
nt
the
semi-finals
• • • •
such performance, comfort and all-around
personal representatives of william
handle, easy to steer, easy to look at and Its ex
James Thomas, Marion Curtis, Vir
win be of the junior competitive festival
8. Rice, toe . Adams. N. Y
rconom.v been available in an automobile so low
ceptionally low price makes it easy to own.
Pupils in Mrs. Topping's Com ginia Haskell, Luch Munro. Leona
at the New Hotel Rockland. Rockland for piano players at Gardiner re- mercial Arithmetic who have had
in price. Your first drive will convince you that
You ride in luxurious comfort protected by a
Grindle, Mary Anastasio, Sheldon
Me, Monday. May 20. Every ruptured j
the engine, simple in design, light In weight and
modern all-steel body, safety glass in all win
when
you
borrow
from
us!
a
100
percent
average
for
the
week
Billings,
Howard
Edwards.
Martha
person should take advantage of this i
.
economical in operation has power, speed and
dows, and oversize hydraulic brakes that bring
great opportunity
Mr' Patt' w"° ,eavC!‘ Jun<> 15 10 arc Marie Dodge. Julia Mealey,
Seavey, Adelaide Hooper. Vivian
smooth acceleration comparable to much more
you Instantly to a smooth straight-line stop.
The Rice Method for Reducible J°in
Thomas again in Paul- Jeannette Shannon, Roland Hayes, Falla, Bertram Snow, Virginia Barexpenstve cars.
The new Willys is the world’s greatest combi
At
“
Personal"
you
ret
more
Rppture Control Is known the world ; ing. N. Y to plav with an orchestra and
nation of thrills with thrift . . . the sensation of
Richard Young—Charlotte low, Margaret Havener, Estelle
than Just rash . . you ret the
The design and construction throughout the
ovSrr-Tou
Ton can now see this Method
,
,,
_
,
the nation in smartness and low price. Experi
kind of friendly, lonsldrrate
-  at Mr. Thomas summer home, Gilchrist
demonstrated and have a Rice Appli
improved Willys adheres strictly to the prlnJackson, Vera Payson, Marie Win
serslre that makes borrowtnr a
enced engineers have built into the Willys
ance fitted to you.
Absolutely no plans to be back again by Labor
•
•
•
•
cipies
applied
to
modern
trains
and
airplanes
pleasant
and
simple
experience.
charge unless you arc satisfied to
chenbaugh, Seth Hanley, Bernice
durability, roomy comfort, power and economy
Endorsers
are
seldom
required
—
great
strength
and
light
weight.
This
basically
keep the Outfit after having the Day—Robert Brown
Division 8-4 held a spelling match Linscott.
that gives you a new feeling of motoring enjoy
... no one need know. If you
Appliance adjusted and you see how
sound construction not only Increases the life of
• • • »
can make small monthly pay
on Tuesday afternoon. The two
ment and car satisfaction, ln this car you have
perfectly and comfortably It holds
• • • •
thc car but adds considerably to its smooth
ments, you should not hesitate
No
harsh,
deep-pressing
springs;
roomy comfort, no clumsy big car weight, noth
Pupils
from
thc
Junior
class
who
teams
were
captained
by
Donald
to
see,us
at
once
for
a
loan
of
The
school
is
eagerly
anticipating
performance over rough roads and is a chief
nothing to gouge the flesh and make
ing to contribute to high operating costs . . .
$25 to $250 or more. Come in
liave recently commenced taking Morang and Lloyd Mahoney. Cap- the arrival of the travelers to Wash
you sore
factor inlhe remarkable economy of gas, oil and
or telephone.
not an inch of wasted wheel base, nor a cubic
Wear this Appliance for a full 30 the Driving Course are Evelyn Wil tain Morang's team won the match
maintenance.
ington
and
New
York,
and
to
hear

"Charres 3% monthly on un
day trial and If you are not per
- inch of wasted space.
paid balances up to $150,
fectly satisfied at the end of that lis, Ruth Seabury, Mary Gerrish, with Mabel Richards spelling down ing their accounts of the trip at
Don't fail to see this car. Call at our show
You have your greatest motoring thrill coming
monthly on balances above.”
time, return It.
Grace Blethen, Vivien Johnson, all other contestants.
room. Bring your family and friends for a de
when you step into the new Willys for your
next Tuesday's assembly.
Thousands
have
reported
entire
• • • •
lightful trial drive.
first trial drive ... It flashes through traffic
• • • 0
satisfaction through using the Rice Russell Williamson, Fannie Cope
\TinAonal
Appliance. Why endure the burden of
The
softball
team
played
its
sec

land,
Ruth
Goldberg,
Norma
Small

Wilbur
Hamilton,
freshman,
has
j
FINANCE CO.
reducible rupture suffering if there
ls a chance to be free from tt? Any wood, Joseph Pietroski, Harold Tol ond game of the season Wednesday moved to Isle au Haut, to the re
Kresge Bn Udine
way, It will cost you nothing to come
241 Water St.
In and learn all about the Rice man, Lena Cuccinello, Lucille Mel afternoon at Schofield-White Park gret of his classmates. He hopes to
Aurusta, Me.
Method and the wonderful opportun
with
Crosby
High
of
Belfast,
with
a
vin,
Leland
Willey,
Josephine
Far

be
back
again
in
the
Fall.
Small
Loan Statute
ity for help It offers. Just ask at
• ♦ • *
License No. I
hotel desk for the Rice Represents rington.
Lillian Savage, Donald score of 20-19 in favor of Rockland.
TELEPHONE 466-W
632 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
tlves and they will do the rest
56 64
Herbert Goodwin took the Junior
The line-up: Lucille Melvin, catch
Hours 9 to 12 a. nx, 2 to 5 p. m., or Rossnagle. and Anna Staples.
CvaranlMd bp GOOD HOU5EKEEPIN0
58' 61
7 to 9 evenings.
• • • •
at
Ihartia
er; Ai Une Hill, pitcher; Pearl Smith, typist's Civil Service exnm this
Don't miss this groat opportunity
to see these Experts.
59 60 Walter Dodge, Freshman, is a first base; Edith Rich, second base; morning.

Only One Blow

Softball Schedule

NOW IS THE TIME!

’

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

=

TRUSS
EXPERTS
HERE
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland High School graduation
is June 6.

CANCER CONTROL DRIVE SUCCEEDS

Buddy Poppy Day

Mixed flsh aggregating 21.500
pounds were received at Feyler's
wharf Tuesday.

Copyrighted Green Label
On Each One Sold By
the V. F. W. Today

Vice Commander Ruth Ellingwood’s Loyal
Forces Put Knox County Over the Top

A dandelion green dinner will be
Arrangements liave been com
served at the Methodist Church pleted for the sale of puddy Poppies
Tuesday from 11 to 1.
in Rockland by Huntley-Hill Post
Hard earned but highly satisfying $109 75. Camden raised $73.90;
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars success has at last crowned the ef
Did you hear Senator Vanden
Rockport $28 85 under Mrs. George
of the U. S. today.
forts of the earnest workers in the W. Crockett as captain; and Com
berg's remarkable speech over the
The name of the Buddy Poppy 1940 Cancer Control Campaign, con
radio Thursday afternoon.
munity Club of Union, $10. The
is registered by the VF.W. and no ducted in Knox County under direc
workers in Camden were: Mrs. Har
one not authorized by the local post tion of Mrs. William Ellingwood,
Ringling Bros. Circus will be in
old Jameson. Mrs. Adin Hopkins,
will be permitted to sell them. Each
the State the week of June 24. play
Mrs. John Bird, Mrs. James Cars
flower is labeled, and as further
well. Mrs. Harold Brown, Mrs. Oscar
ing in Bangor on that date.
precaution VF.W. poppy sellers will
1 Annis, Mrs Leo Strong. Mrs. H J.
Congressman
Brewster
will bear credentials of identification,
MacMlnn, Mrs. Phyllis Staples. Mrs.
it was announced yesterday by A.
broadcast from WLBZ Sunday night
Mabel Wej mouth. Mrs. Helen Mont
W. Boynton, chairman of the V.F.W.
at 8 o'clock. Subject “On the Job
gomery and Mrs. Ruth Perry.
Buddy Committee in charge of the
in Washington.'.’
Tlie Thomaston district went over
local poppy sale plans
the top with $106.26. against a quota
"Throughout the United States,
Col. Charles A. Lindbergh will be
of $100. Mrs. Grace Lawrence Sim
disabled and needy ex-service men,
mons was major and her Thomastcn
on tlie air Sunday night from 9 30
crippled heroes of Chateau Thierry
workers included Mary C. McAvcv,
to 9.45, speaking on "The Air De
and the Argonne, of St. Mihiel
Charlotte C Gray, Helen Lynch and
fense of America."
and Verdun, are at work in Vet
Naomi Elliot. Warren’s workers:
erans' Administration Hospitals
Mrs. Alena Starrett, Came Wiley,
Island mails, Vinalhaven, North
making thousands on thousands of
| L. T. Mathews, Elsie J. Wallace and
Haven, Isle au Haut , Stonington
scarlet poppies which will gleam in
Mrs. Mildred Oatnmon turned in
and Swan's Island, close at 2.15
significant tribute in the button
$37.90. Captain Helen Van Deman
at Rockland Postoffioe, effective
holes of ail America on Memorial
brought in $30 86 from Friendship.
May 20.
Day,” said Mr. Boynton.
The organization in thc Vinal
Each
genuine
Buddy
Poppy
car

Lewis Hastings has had the tele
haven district turned in thc top
At Miriam Rebekah Lodge meet
ries a copyright’green label which
phone installed, number 1146-M.
percentage swoop of tlie campaign,
ing Tuesday night the assembly
identifies it as the genuine handi
raising $75 against a quota of $59.
president, district deputy president, work of disabled or needy ex-serv
Thc Eagles meet Tuesday night deputy marshal and other grand
This hard working team had Mrs.
A representative from thc Grand officers will be special guests, the ice men. This work is being done
This is Vice Commander Ruth Lorna Swears as major. Captain
Aerie will be present. Lobster sup president making her official visit. in government hospitals through an
Ellingwood
of thr Woman's Field Lucy Skoog garnered $26.50 in Vi
arrangement with the U. S. Veter
per.
Suqper will be served at 6.15. An ans Administration, and a total of Army, who directed successful drive. nalhaven itself; Captain Mrs. Her
man Crockett produced $30 25. Mrs.
important drill meeting of the en
The Bath-built destroyer Cleaves tire degree staff will be held Mon 6.000,000.000 will be completed in
Laura Varney, captain for Matini
vice
commander
of
thc
Woman
’
s
will go on the Rockland course next day night at 8 30, following thc readiness for the opening of the
cus, sent $3.25, and Isle au Haut's
sale in every section of the country Field Army. The county quota was
Tuesday with Capt. William S. meeting of Knox Lodge.
captain. Mrs. Julia Dodge, raised $15.
set
at
$700
and
the
goal
has
been
The sale proceeds are devoted
Blair of Bath as navigating officer.
The Rockland workers by wards
exclusively to relief activities, with attained through sustained, consci
Members and friends of Edwin one cent from each poppy sold al entious work by the campaigners are herewith presented:
Oofkauf's Automotive Accessory
Ward 1—Mrs. Alice Soule, Mrs.
Libby Relief Corps, held a social
and generosity on the part of con
Store will move to its fine new beano Thursday afternoon, supper lotted to the maintenance and ex
Lincoln
McRae.
tributors,
the
grand
total
being
quarters over the weekend, occu being directed by Mrs. Mae Cross. pansion of the VF.W. National
Ward 2—'Mrs. Alice Jameson. Mrs.
$714.96.
Home
for
widows
and
orphans
of
pying the former Dorman Shoe At the business session, degrees
To workers and contributors Mrs Corinne Edwards, Mrs. Catharine
ex-service men, at Eaton Rapids,
Store at 440 Main street, next
were conferred on Mrs. Jennie Gup Michigan. Tlie success of the an Ellingwood expresses her deepest Knight. Mrs. B. D. Winslow. Mrs.
north of Chisholm's confectionary
till. A rehearsal for the convention nual sale has facilitated the erec personal appreciation. The happy Anderson. Miss Ella Collins, Mrs.
store.
was conducted ln place of a program- tion of new buildings during the result was not achieved by the ef Thelma Stanley. Mrs Frank French,
Mrs. Bernice 6taples.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met Next Thursday there will be public past several years, and a number qf forts of a few, but rather by the
Ward 3A-Mrs. Josephine Rice, Mrs,
beano
at
2
p.
m.
and
Mrs.
Blanche
consistent
co-operation
and
gener

additional children and mothers
Thursday night, the degrees being
Elsa Munsey, Mrs. Jerome Burrows,
Shadie
will
be
supper
chairman.
osity
of
the
many.
All
four
districts
have
been
thus
accommodated.
The
conferred upon Miss Jennie Guptill,
of the county have completed their Mrs. H. W. Cram, Mrs. Russell Car
Home site covers 640 acres.
Mrs. Mae Cross was in charge of
Charles
Ellis
wil!
be
the
speaker
allotted task and the final reports ter, Mrs. Allan J. Murray, Mrs.
The
necessity
for
adequate
funds
the supper which preceded the
at the First Baptist Christian En for the relief and welfare work were received yesterday, including Florence Snow. Mrs. Gladys Estes,
meeting. A beano party was held in
deavor meeting Sunday night and among the ex-service men and Rockland. Camden. Thomaston and Mrs. Ida Dondis, Mrs. Lorita Bick
the afternoon.
nell.
Franklin Blaisdell will play a clari their dependents continues to exist Vinalhaven.
Ward 3B—Mrs. Marian Miller.
net
solo.
The
question
period
which
Mrs.
Vanessa
Cowan
was
major
At Strand Theatre next week thc
in each community. There is an
audiences wil be favored with has been of much interest to the Increasing number of needy veter for the Rockland district, assisted Mrs. Susie Lamb. Mrs. Evelyn Cam
these feature attractions: Sunday. young people during the past weeks ans whose health has finally given by Mrs. Alice Soule. The city’s total eron, Mrs Mary Glover, Mrs. O. B.
Monday and Tuesday, "If I Had will be resumed this Sunday with way as a result of war-time experi was $399.20, contributed as follows: Davis, Mrs. Erwin Spear. Mrs. Hazel
My Way.” with Bing Crosby and Grace Blethen and Osmond Palmer ence, making them no longer ca Ward 1, Mrs. Alice Soule, captain, Johnston. Mrs. Earle Perry, Mrs.
$15; Ward 2. Mrs. Alice Jameson, Alfred Church.
Gloria
Jean; Wednesday
and asking the questions. Also at the pable of self-support.
Ward 4—Mrs. Alma Stinson, Mrs.
captain. $44; Ward 3A. Mrs. Jose
Thursday. "The House Across the meeting arrangements will be
Jane
Hall, Miss Anna Carini. Miss
phine
Rice,
captain,
$117.10;
Ward
made
for
the
Endeavorers
to
at

Bay,” with Joan Bennett and
COINCIDENCE INDEED
Oeorge Raft; Friday and Saturday, tend the county rally in Tenant's
Mayor Harold H. Burton of 3B, Mrs. Marion Miller, captain, Ruth Marston, Winfield Chatto,
"40 Little Mothers," with Eddie Harbor Monday night. All mem Cleveland, who has just received $20 45; Ward 4. Mrs. Alma Stinson, Mrs. Josephine Perry. Mrs. Percy
bers are urged to be present Sunday the Republican nomination lor sen- captain, $81; Ward 5, Mrs. Leonise Dinsmore.
Cantor and Rita Johnson.
Ward 5—Mrs Leonbc Delona, Mrs
at 6.15 p. m. and an invitation is atof representing Ohio, is a college- Delano, captain, $49.50; Ward 6.
E.
L. Curtis. Mrs. Carl Simmons
Miss
Helen
Corbett,
captain,
$40
60;
,
Steamers of the Vinalhaven & extended to all young people.
mate of Representative Ralph O.
Rockland Steamboat Co. will go on
Brewster, who seeks tlie Republican and Ward 7. Mrs. Rita Holden, cap Mrs. Ada Koster, Mrs. Charles Mer
ritt, Mrs. Almon Young, Mrs. George
their spring schedule Monday May
Sumner Sewall of Bath, presi nomination for senator represent tain. $31.50
20. Boat will leave Swan's Island dent of the State Senate, and a ing Maine.
Rockland proper thus turned fn Palmer, Mrs. George Sprague, Mrs
lor Rockland and way landings at candidate for the gubernatorial
The two were roommates four $399 20; St. Oeorge, H J. Cady, Paul Seavey. Miss Virginia Rackliff
Ward 6—Miss Helen Crockett. Mrs
5.30. standard time, daily except nomination, called at The Courier- years at Bowdoin College and two captain. $10.60; Tenant’s Harbor,
Sunday. On the return, steamer Gazette office Thursday. In com years at Harvard Law School. Mrs. Nina Leach, captain, $665; Bernice Jackson. Mrs. Ruth Ben
will leave Rockland. Tillson's wharf, mon with every other good citizen Should Burton win the election, South Thomaston. Mrs. Flora Baum, ner, Jesse Bradstreet.
Ward 7—Mrs. Reita Holden, Mrs.
at 2.15, standard time, instead of of Maine he deplores the scandal and should Brewster win both captain, $2.00; and Elmore, Mrs
1.30 as here-to-fore, for Swan’s at the State Capitol but is firm in nomination and election—which, Gladys Davis, captain, $2 50. The Clara Thurston, Mrs. Ruth LevenIsland and way landings, docking the belief tliat the State will even politicians agree, is very likely— Rockland district total amounted te | saler, Mrs. C. S. Roberts.
: Mrs. Hervey Allen, treasurer; John
at Swan's Island at 6 45.
tually have better government than they will walk down the aisle of $42005 against its quota of $4C0
The Camden district under Mrs M. Richardson, publicity.
that which existed even before the the Senate, arm in arm, as new
J. Riker Proctor, major, raised i
Vice Commander
Rummage sale in GAR. hall Mon discovery of Runnel's alleged theft. members.
day morning. Bargains—adv.
Senator Sewall was smilingly com
This would be an unusual co
banquet. Reservations may be made
placent about Jiis own chances, incidence—but it isn't the whole
Dandelion Oreen Dinner at Meth making no boastful claims, but con
story. Thc son of Mr. Brewster and
with Mrs. Frank Stone of the Eastodist Churh 11 to 1, Tuesday. May vinced that the support tendered
thc son of Mr. Burton roomed to
21, 35 cents.—adv.
59-60 him should be sufficient for nomi
Convention Banquet In land Hotel. Thc banquet is to be
gether during their course at BowI held in tlie Observation room of the
nation. The Bath man has lots of doin and are now in the same class—
Portland Wednesday
Day Nursery at 36 Brewster St.— friends ln Knox County, but it will
Congress Square Hotel and the
although no longer as roommates—
Night—Prof, Marx
nursery school instruction, play
speaker will be introduced by Mrs.
probably be a surprise to every at Harvard.
Speaker
ground supervision, 9 to 12 a. m.
body that he was largely respon
And there's more.
John H. Huddliston of Orono, State
Place your child in good care for
sible for the Algae Corporation lo
Mrs. Brewster and Mrs. Burton
Announcement
is
being
made
by
1
chairman
for the department of In
morning, afternoon or day. Mrs.
cating in this city. His best cam were in the same class during their thc president of the Maine League ' ternational Relations.
Ruth Perry. Tel 587-M.
59-60
paign slogan is his infectious course at Wellesley.
of Women Voters, Mrs. J. Marden
smile.
Truth can be stranger, or at least
DeShon of the speaker for the con- J Tlie Episcopal Diocese of Maine
more whimsical, than fiction. vention banquet Wednesday eve- j mct ^1LS wec'c at St Marks Church
Public beano party Thursday at Should Brewster and Burton both
ning. May 22. Prof. Fritz Morstein *n Augusta, marking the 121st con2 p. m. G AR. hall, sponsored by win, there will have been no paral
Marx of Queens College, Flushing ventlon. The Womens Auxiliaries
F. A.M.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps. Specials, lel coincidence in the history of New York will be the guest speak-!mct Tuesday, breakfast served at
door prize. 3 cards 25c—adv.
American politics.—Bangor Daily er. Mr. Marx is associate professor | Lhc Parish House preceding busiSPECIAL MEETING
News.
of political science at the above ln-1 ne&s meeting. High lights of the
BORN
MAY 18
stltution and is a recognized au- convention were an address by
Smalley At the August* General
Charles Leach who has been as thority on governmental reform and
Hospital. May 16. to Mr and Mrs Lewis
Kcv F L C Lorentwn, of TrinAt Thomaston
Smalley, a son Thompson Lewis
sociated with Me.sser's Garage will international problems. His subject
Church. Norwich, Conn, who
Woosler-iAt North Haven. May 13. to
j Mr and Mrs. Joel Wooster, a son Joel open an inspection station Tuesday, which he will discuss for the League spoke on "Migrant Workers fn the
Master Mason Degree
i Merle.
May 21, at 501 Old County Road members and their friends is "What ; Connecticut Tobacco Fields" and a
—
SUPPER AT 6.36—50 CENTS
and is prepared to service all makes Price World Peace?" Prof. Marx is,
MARRIED
*»y Mrs Lawrence Piper, re59-60
• no stranger to Portland audiences 11‘glous director of the Girls FriendWass laVere—At Rockport. May 12. of cars.—adv.
Erwin Wftss of KMtery and Miss Alice
LaVere of West Lynn. Mass —By Elder
having spoken for the Cumberland 1/ Society The resignation of
George E Woodward
D.U.V. Beano in G.A.R. hall Mon
* County League at a public interest, Kt. Hev. Benjamin Brewster, Bishop
Dunbar-Clark—At New York April 6.
Frederick E Dunbar of Stoughton day P. M. Door prize, chicken.—adv supper when he was listened to with
Protestant Episcopal Diocese
Matss, and Miss Myra Clark of New
NORTH WALDOBORO
York (formerly of Rockland).
the keenest Interest by the large of Maine since .1916. was regretfulSATURDAY NIGHT
number present. Many who heard 'V received. Mrs. Josephine Perry,
DIED
Music by ROYAL COMMANDERS
him before will look forward to thc president of the local auxiliary and
Merrilhew—At Vinalhaven, Mav 16.
9.00 to 12.30.
25c, 35c William
privilege of again hearing such an Mtt. Keryn ap Rice, delegate, were
Merrlthew.
Ocean View Ballroom
59*60
Storer-At Rockland, Mav 16. Alden
able speaker.
among
those
attending from
B.. infant son of Mr and Mrs Clar
Monday Night, 8.30
ence Storer. aged 1 day
The public is Invited to attend the I Rockland.
Music By

May
20- Annual
meeting.
Knox
County Association for Religious Edu
cation at thc Congregational Church.
Rockland
May 21—Waldoboro Lincoln County
Union of Women's Clubs meets at
Methodist Church,
May 22—Open house meeting of
Federal Vocal Class
May 22 sKen McKenzie radio show at
Community Building
May 23-25 Oardiner State Conven
tion of Federation of Music Clubs
May 24-Camden Doris Heald dance
recital In Opera House.
May 25—Legion Poppy Day.
Mary 30 -Memorial Day
June 3—Special Congressional elec
tion ln the Second Maine District.
June 6 — Appleton—Commencement
exercises at Riverside hall
June 6—Rockland High School com
mencement exercises
June
6—Thomaston High School
Alumni
banquet at Congregational
Church
June
7—Thomaston High School
Alumni ball at Watts hall
June 7 -Rockland High School Alum
nl reception at High School auditorium
June 8-14—Flag Week
June 10—RockporV-Alumnl banquet
June 11 — Rockport — Oarden Club
meets wl h Mrs Annie J. Oardiner.
June 14—Flag Day picnic of Lady
Knox Chapter at Mrs Maude Blodgett'a
cottage. Spruce Head.
June 18—Father's Day
June 17—Primary Election
June 24—(Republican National Conventlon In Philadelphia
Aug 20-23 Union Fair
Aug 27-22 Damariscotta Fair.

Maine Women Voters

AURORA LODGE

OPENING DANCE

DANCING

FRANCIS I. TILLSON
Carpenter and Builder
18 MEADOW RD, THOMASTON
PHONE 45-4

Hunt At Rockland. May 17. Rodney
Hunt, aged 82 years. Funeral Sunday
at 2 o'clock from Burpee funeral home
Smalley At Thomaston. May
17.
Susie E
widow of Wilmot Smalley,
aged 79 years. 6 months. 13 days. Fu
neral services Sunday at 4 o'clock from
the Davis funeral chapel. Interment
In Thomaston cemetery.

53Th-S-tf

BURPEE'S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
IM, 781-1 or 781-11
110-111 UMEBOCK 8TBEET
ROCKLAND, MX.

ue-tf

NOTICE
Board of Registration
The Board of Registration of the Cltv
of Rockland. Maine, will be ln session
at their room ln the City Building.
Wednesday. Thursday. Friday. Saturday
and Monday and Tuesday. May 22. 23.
24 . 25 . 27 and 28. A. D 1940. from nine
o'clock In the forenoon to one o'clock
ln the afternoon, and from three to
five o'clock In the afternoon, and from
seven to nine o'clock ln the afternoon
Istandard time), to receive evidence
touching the qualifications of voters ln
said city, and to verify the correctness
of the Hats of voters No applications
for Absent Voting Ballots will be ap
proved after five o'clock ln the after
noon of Saturday. June 1. 1940, when
thia session closes
Per order of the Board of Registra
tion
By FRANK W FULLER.
Chairman.
60 61

Royal Commanders
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
60*lt

GOFKAUF'S

Sn

Automotive Accessory and Paint Store

Will Occupy Its Fine New Store

SERMONETTE

He Made the Stars
It is not necessary to consider
the first chapter of Oenesis in
thc light of a scientific exposi
tion of the creation; to appre
ciate its value to man's under
standing of the origin of things.
However, there is no scientist to
day. nor ever has been, who
could set forth so concisely tlie
story of the emergence from
primeval chaos, of an inhabited
world, as did the author of Oene
sis; nor an essay so conformable
to Uie scientific knowledge of
these times.
It was written to be understood
by people of average intelligence
in all the ages, and it has been.
It starts simply, in two lines, to
indicate its scope "In the begin
ning God created the heaven and
the earth.' In four more lines
you have a most graphic descrip
tion of the earth without form
ar void, and what God did with
it. Two more lines, thc creation
of light and in three more the
separation of light from dark
ness. "Day and Night.”
This light was cosmic, not
solar. From the 14th to 17th
verses is described the creation
of the sun and moon and their
purpose, so far as man was con
cerned. First, to light the earth,
second, for signs, the chart of
infinity for man’s study, third,
for seasons, and for days and
for years. Man's clock and time
table. The 16th verse concludes
with great statement. "He made
the Stars also." A first condition
which science requires to recog
nize the world; ls its evolvement
from a vast nebula, known as
the "nebular hypothesis." This
would not be disputed but be
:onfirmed by Genesis. "He made
the stars also."
If you have failed to observe
the march of the planets during
last February you have missed
one of the greatest shows pos
sible to the heavenly display; and
one which you will never see
again. Mars. Saturn, Venus, Ju
piter and Mercury were all visible
to the naked eye. For several
nigats these five were seen in the
Western sky. The sixth, Uranus,
though visible, could not be seen
from where I watched, without
a telescope. "He made the stars.’
—William A. Holman

Ambulance Service

Formerly occupied by Dorman s Shoe Store

•

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
8 CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL. 868
ROCKLAND, MX.

M-tf

Visit The New Gofkauf Store
Arnold Nelson, Prop.

*

KEN MacKENZIE
BIG NEW RADIO AND STAGE SHOW
VAUDEVILLE FEATURING—
"PATCHES" TIIE WONDER DOG
"BEVERLY" THE PRAIRIE SWEETHEART
PRAIRIE SODBUSTERS. PHIL “SNAKE HIPS” LIBBY
TAP DANCERS. SINGERS

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
THURSDAY, MAY 23
Admission—Evening 8.15, 15c, 35c; Matinee 4 o'clock, 10c, 25c

58-62
Thc Nazarene Hall is at 280 Main
St.
Rev. Vera Weightman of
Plattsburg. N. Y„ will preach at 3
p m., on "Perfect Peace.” The
subject at the evening service is
"Rationalization.” Mrs. Weightman will make an announcement
Sunday as to the date of arrival
of Rev. Earl Lee, the new pastor of
the church. Sunday School is at 2.
All arc invited to any of the ser
vices.
• • a •

“MortaLs and immortals ' is thc
subject of the Lesson-Sermon that j
will be read in all Churches ot
Christ, Scientist, throughout the
world, on May 19 The Golden Text
is: "This corruptible must put on
incorruption, and this mortal must
put on immortality" (I Corinthians
15:53). The citations from the Bible
include the following passages:
"■Wherefore Seeing we also are

NEXT WEEK

Dresses
One or Two Piece

Beautifully Cleansed and Pressed
Other Garments At Equally Low Prices

IT’S TIME FOR
WE OFFER

SPRING

THE BEST BUYS
IN

USED CARS AND
TRUCKS
2—1939 FORD 134" CHASSIS
1—1939 FORD 158" CHASSIS
1—1939 CHEV. 157" CHASSIS
1— 1938 CHEV. 134" CHASSIS
2— 1938 FORD IM” CHASSIS
2— 1938 FORD 158” CHASSIS
1—1938 G. M. C. 3 TON CHASSIS
1— 1937 STUDEBAKER C. O. E.
CHASSIS
3— 1937 FORD 157" CHASSIS
2— 1936 FORD 157” CHASSIS
I—1939 LINCOLN ZEPHYR
FORDOR
1—1939 MERCURY FORDOR
1—1939 FORD DELUXE TUDOR
1—1939 FORD DELUXE FORD’R
1—1939 FORD DELUXE COUPE
1—1939 FORD DELUXE FORD’R
3— 1938 FORD DELUXE TUDOR
1— 1937 PLYMOUTH FORDOR
2— 1937 CHEV. TUDORS
1—1939 CHEV. l'i TON PANEL
1—1939 FORD TONNER
CHASSIS
1—19.38 FORD STA. WAGON
1—1938 FORD H TON PANEL
1—1937 FORD 'i TON STAKE
1—1939 FORD PICKUP
4— USED HYDRAULIC DUMP
BODIES

440 MAIN ST.

speaker at the Christian Endeavorer's meeting at 6.15 p. m. Tues
day, the men's prayer meeting is
at 12.10 p. m., and a live and inter
esting prayer and praise service
commences at 7.30 p. m., led by
Rev. Mr. Day with special emphasis
on thp promises in God’s Word,
, compassed about witli so great a
and it is expected that another in
cloud of witnesses, let us lay aside j
teresting letter from the Mac
every weight, and thc sin which'
Donalds will be read.
I doth so easily beset us, and let us
• • • •
run with patience the race that Ls '
The unified service of worship wilt
set before us, Looking unto Jesus
be held at thc Congregational
the author and finisher of our
Church Sunday morning with the
faith; who for thc Joy that was set
children of thc church school shar
before him endured the cross, de- '
ing in the worship service and at
spising thc shame, and is set down tending classes during the sermon.
at thc right hand of the throne of In the absence of Rev. Corwin H.
God" i Hebrews 12:1-2).
Olds, pastor of the church, the
• a a a
speaker will be Rev. Robert W,
"Wliat the Years Have Taught Roundy of Portland, superintendent
Me,” will be Dr. Wilson’s subject of the Cengregatlonal Churches In
at 10.30 tomorrow morning at the Maine. The Comrades of the Way
Methodist Chuhcli. At 7 p. m., ne will meet at 6 30 at which time plans
will speak on “Peace Amidst Tur- will be made for the sunset meeting
' moil.” Men’s Bible Class meets at to be held on Dodge’s Mountain May
Ii 9.30 a. m.; Baraca Class and Church 26. The Pilgrim Fellowship will meet
School at noon and the Young at the parsonage on Beech street
People at 6 p. m. Next week prayer Sunday night ot 8 o’clock. Edwin
service is Tuesday at 7 p. m.
Edwards, Jr., /will lead the dis
• a a a
cussion.
At the Littlefield Memorial Bap
a • a •
tist Church, Rev. C. A. Marstaller
At Uie Universalist Church 1045
will have as the subject of his Dr. Lowe will preach on the timely
morning sermon at 10.30 "Holding subject "Where Faroe Fails and
Our Position." Special musical love Wins" Thc Church School
selection will be provided. Sunday will meet in the vestry at noon;
School meets at 11.45 and Young kindergarten for small children in
People’s meeting at 6. with Sylvia Uie vestry during the morning serv
Hooper as leader. Tlie evening ice of worship. On account of tho
service is at 7.15, when thc pastor Convention in Auburn there will bo
will use as the text for his sermon, no young people's meeting.
“And Jesus Stood Still.” There
will be special music by thc Young
TIED UP AT PORT CLYDE
People’s Choir. Mid-week prayer
Search for a 38-foot fishing boat
mee.ing Tuesday evening at 7.30.
manned by Wendell E. Stanley of
• • • •
All will be welcome at the First Southwest Harbor and Ralph L.
Baptist Church Sunday with Rev. Webber of Portland, unreported
i William J. Day speaking on "Beau- since leaving Portland last Saturday
I ty For Ashes" at the 10 30 a. m. was called off when yesterday the
| service. At 7 30 p. m., his subject the craft was found safely tied up
will be "A Diamond-pointed Pen.” at a Port Clyde wharf.
The Burnt Island Coast Ouard
Music will be by the choir with the
usual song service in thc evening. station reported an amphibian plane
At noon the Sunday School affords sent out from the Salem, Mass,
opportunity for Bible study, with base this morning was recalled,
classes for women and older boys along with the patrol boat Travis,
in the auditorium, for men in the out of Rockland.
comer building, and for those
younger throughout the edifice.
Alan Grossman attended Super
Charles Ellis will be the guest ior Court in Wiscasset yesterday.

We Have At Least Fifty More Cars
and Trucks To Pick From

Waldoboro
Garage Company
SALES
TEL. 61.
TEL. 475.

HOUSE CLEANING
This time send your Curtains, Rugs, Drapes,

Furniture Covers, etc., to us for Expert Re-newing.
The cost is Surprisingly Low, and you’ll have more

time and energy for all those other tasks.

FREE CALL AND DELIVERY

PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
TEL.
170

17 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

TEL.
170

THE HIGHEST FORM

OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

is exemplified in thc memorial,
carved here from rugged granite
and beautifully-marked marbleRegardless of which type of
stone you prefer, you can ba
sure that it will be flawless In
every detail and sculptured to
perfection. All monuments are
correctly designed in the mod
ern mode.

Wm. E. Doman & Son,
INC.

FORD SERVICE
WALDOBORO, ME.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION Sc THOMASTON

ROCKLAND. ME.

488tf

Every-Other-Day
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men 225; Eighth Grade 375, Seventh
Grade 125, Juniors 75.
The batting average of the base- '
Appleton Ha* Withdrawn
ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft
<
ball team for the first four games |
OOOO
—Warren Make* 30
ALENA L STARRETT
✓S
z—
is; Edwin Black, 363; Arthur Hll- |
MRS LOUISE
Correspondent
ton, 312; Albert Fullerton, 307;
Correspondent
News Items from all of the Pa
Runs In Two Games
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
ft ft ftft
ft ft ft ft
Harwood
Steele, 200;
Robert
Appleton High has withdrawn
here.
Creamer, 181; Allen Palmer, 166; |
Tel 48
Tel. 27
from
the Tri-County League but
Donald Hieyer; 166, Everett Bagley,
The Owls Head Grange sewing will play the games with Union and
The
Town
Orchestra,
of
which
111;
Harold
Orff,
400;
Rudolph
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Redonnett
circle will meet with Mrs. Florence Warren as scheduled. Wairen beat
of Wiscasset and Miss Jane Redon Kantola, 400; Roy Winchenbach, iMrs Willis Vinal is the conductor,
Dyer Monday night.
Appleton Monday afternoon at Ap
375;
Gerald
Hilton,
066;
Sonny
will
give
a
benefit
dance
tonight
nett of Bangor were guests Thurs
• • • •
pleton 19 to 11.
(Saturday) at Glover Hall. Both
day night of Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lee, 000; Urban Borneman 000
Proceeds from the hobby show, Warren
3 0 7 1 0 4 4—19
The
Baseball
schedule
for
the
old
and
new
dances
will
be
enjoyed,
‘‘Prom Barter to Banking,” by Miller.
supper
and
drama
given
Friday
Appleton,
2
0 0 2 7 0 0—11
rest of the season is: May 20. Warren and all who attend, will be sure of
Joseph Leeming Is a new book,
Mr. and Mrs Brooks Carter of
Base hits, Warren, 14, Appleton
a good time. Dancing will begin at j n*8ht by the Home and Community
at
Warren;
May
21,
Bristol
at
Wal

published by Appleton-Century, Augusta were business visitors here
doboro; May 23, Rockport at Rock 8.30. Proceeds will be used to pur- Welfare Committee will be used to 14; errors, Warren 7, for Appleton 8.
that tells the story of money in a Wednesday.
port; May 27, Union at Waldoboro; chase new music for the orchestra W bala,M;e 0,1 the furnace Installed Batteries, Boggs and Moore; Mo
different and refreshing way. It
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Lash have a game pending with Rockland.
and also new instruments. It is *n tbe bad 8 few >'ears a*° making rang, Oushee and Pease.
ls a mine of little-known informa, .
. _
,
, been spending several days in BosIn an interschool softball game
A bicycle rack has been construc hoped there will be good attendance Wesssaweskeag one, of the finest
tion on the history of money and |.
ton.
in the State. All Limerock Valley between Appleton and Warren the
ted
by
the
N.Y.A.
Workers
for
the
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American literature ln the 185O's,
The circle of Ivy Chapter, O.ES.
Miss Barbara Scott is a guest at to the appearance of the school will meet Tuesday afternoon at the ice Committee availed herself of the and Waldoboro High at Waldoboro
when editors were literally swamped
opportunity. Exhibits from the Thursday, with Warren coming to
with sentimental fiction produced Bowdoin College, Brunswick during grounds not to have bicycles scat home of Miss M. Orace Walker.
local Grange were interesting. The the top ot tlie heap at the end of
tered everywhere. The rack accom
by an ever-growing group of fe Ivy Week festivities.
Student Council Reports
Judges ware Miss Margaret Mc the seventh with a score of 11 to
modates
40
bicycles.
male writers. Two problems of so
Mr, and Mrs. Nelson Thompson of
Members of the Warren High Knight and Dr. Blake B. Annis of Waldoboro's 9 Warren High got
cial import, slavery and women's Dorchester, Mass., and Mrs. Agnes The Soft Ball team made $22 at
rights, underlay much of the writ Freeman of Mansfield. Mass., are its cake sale, and will use this fund Student Council gave interesting in- Rockland. They awarded the $5 away to a flying start with a score
dividual accounts of the general , lo Mrs. Aurelia Ripley who had an of 6 to 0 in the second, but Waldo
ing of the time, the former inspir guests of Mr. Thompson s mother, to buy gloves.
The Dramatics Club has elected sessions and departmental sessions exhibit of unusual maps. Mrs. Rip- boro recovered in the third to go
ing one of the most famous novels Mrs. Annie Thompson.
as officers: President, Richard Mil of the recent State Conference of ley ls‘ greatly interested ln her ex- ahead of Warren with score of 7 to 6.
in American literary history, Har
Mrs Stanley I. Bailey of Philadel ler; vice president, Peggy Jameson; Student Councils held at Cony j hibit and speaks very Interestingly Warren tied the score ln the fourth,
riet Beecher Stowe s “Uncle Tom's
phia arrives today to visit her secretary, Barbara Picinick; busi High School, in Augusta, at an as- on the sections represented
and took the lead in the 5th, to win.
Cabin.” Although the 50’s were
mother, Mrs. Maude Clark Gay.
0 6 0 1 2 2 0—11
ness manager; Maynard Wallace, sembly a few days ago Every memThe 82 maps included: historical Warren,
predominantly feminine the period
0 1 6 0 0 2 0— 9
Albert G. Perkins of Hallowell a and stage manager, Everett Bagley. ber is proud to say that Warren maps, trail maps, war maps (Revo- Waldoboro,
saw the emergence of such men
representative
of
N.Y.A.
was
guest
Base
hits,
Warren
8. Waldoboro 9;
High's
Student
Council
is
keeping
lution.
Civil.
Spanish.
World,
and
writers as Walt Whitman and Her
High Rank Students
abreast the other such student present war, Japanese and China, errors. Warren 3. Waldoboro 6 Bat
man Melville. Artemas Ward was speaker Wednesday night at the
The Honor Roll of the fifth rank
bodies over the State in its curricu- Japanese and Russia); cartagraph. teries. Miller and Moore; Palmer
misspelling his first humorous Lion's Club meeting at Stahl's
ing
period for Waldoboro schools
and Steele.
lum. Each believed that the talks including U.8. and Hawaiian
squibs, Sylvanus Cobb, Junior, Tavern.
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ancient
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maps;
maps
The Woman's Club has been in
was thrilling thousands of servant
ates: William Fitzgerald. Eleanor
new ideas, ln the groups over the of the world
at Columbus time; the softball game 29 to 21. The
girls with adventure fiction. Long vited together with the Charles C.
Winchenbach; Seniors: Louise Mc
state, and a more comprehensive local map of Knox County; road Warren soft ball team has won two
fellow's "Hiawatha” was sweeping Lilly Post of the American Legion
Lain, Joyce Porter. Peggy Storer.
knowledge of the different projects maps of different States and Cana- out of three league games played
tlie country. Readers will find Dr, and the Auxiliary Unit and other j
Junior: Donald Heyer. Clayton
such student bodies can carry on to da: maps brought from Switzerland, thus far this season
Puttee's book a source of authori local organizations to attend a Union
Hoak. Vera Jameson. Richard Mill the benefit of their school. War- Italy, Germany, printed in their
tative discussion on this period with Memorial and Patriotic Observance
er. Dewey Moody, Harold Orff. ren High's Student Council has Velanguage; map of U. S. defense ln TENANTS HARBOR
which he is especially familiar. They Sunday at 10.45 a. m. at the First
Sophomores: Arthur Burgess. Rob- come a member of the Maine Con
Pacific; products maps; map of
will also find a store of amusement, Baptist Church. H. I. Holt of Rock
ert Creamer, Inez Hilton. Peggy ference of Secondary School Stu- , Antarctica, and Byrds' discoveries; Church Notes
for the author’s pen is lively and port will deliver the address. He
A Right Start” will be the ser
Adverttaementa In thi* culumn no
full of humor. The illustrations are will be assisted in the services by Jameson. Ernest McLain. Mary Mill dent Councils by paying the mem- map of North and South America,
er. Freshmen: Frank Boggs. Paul bership fee of $1 to the organization (illustrated with flags; map of Death mon topic Sunday at 1030 This to exceed three lines liuerted onoe for
plentiful and well selected.
Rev. O. G. Barnard.
25 cent*. three tuiiee for 50 cent* Ad
ine Creamer. Joyce Fitzgerald, Bar- and each year representatives from Valley. Calif. illustated with cards, will be the first in a new series en ditions! lines Ove cents tech tor ont
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Dr. Pattee is Professor Emeritus
Mrs Stephen Richards of Rum- oara pjdnjch. Irma Pietela. Carol
titled “Successful Christian Living." time. 10 cents for three times. Flv* called for and delivered T J FLEM
the Warren High Student Council etc.
of American Literature at Pennsyl
words to a lins.
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Here With His Gang
Ken MacKenzie will present a re
turn engagement at the Rockland
Community Building on May 23
with two shows, a special childrens

THE LYRIC MUSE

Universalist Y. P. C. U. The Rotary Club

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

(Continued from Page One)
ary methods of treat pyorrhea.
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
Then there were barber surgeons
Correspondent
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
some of whom were skillful and
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
The YP.C.U. of the Universalist some were fakirs. Cement and
The Junior Prom will be held to
metal were used for "fillers" in
night,
in
Town
hall;
music
by
Tlie
The Federal Archives Survey in
We've had several requests to spoon vanilla, % cup chopped Church held its weekly meeting olden times, gold first being used
Fakers Orchestra. There will be a
Sunday night in the church parlor
suggest "emergency shelf” supplies pecans.
Maine, originally a unit of the na
Publication Limited to Brief
in the Fifteenth Century Human
door prize and spot waltz.
Mix and sift flour with salt . 1 with Miles Sawyer, president of the
for the summer days ahead or for
Poems
tion-wide Survey of Federal Arch
teeth were generally used as false
N. Cook Sholes has returned from
of Original Composition
summer homes where friends and cream shortening, add sugar slow-1 organization as devotional leader,
ives created in 1938. under the spon
teeth until the demand increased
a business trip in Portland.
By Subscribers
ly
and
cream
until
fluffy.
Stir
in
I
The
guest
speaker
was
Frank
A.
relatives drop by unexpectedly, and
sorship of The National Archives,
and the price soared.
Body
The Winners 4-H Club public
the lady of the manor may be liv well beaten eggs. Add chocolate 1 winslow of The Courier-Gazette,
became a State project in Septem
snatchers supplied many of the
ing "four miles from a lemon" and and vanilla and mix well. Stir ln wbo gave a mo6t Interesting lecture
ber, 1937. In June, 1935, the gov supper and demonstration of their
JUST LEAVES
teeth then used, selling the bodies
have to depend on her wits and sifted dry Ingredients and pecans.: entitled "Flirting With Fame." This
[For The Courler-Oazette]
ernment began a Survey of the work, at Union Church vestry
to medical men ior dissecting purher emergency rations to main Drop by teaspoonfuls on greased was j^r Winslow's second appearThe maple tree Is all aflame.
vast accumulations of records of Thursday night, was a successful
poses.
Blazing In the sun like Are;
tain her reputation as a hostess.
baking sheet and let stand a few ' ance at
yPC 0 meetings and
tlie agencies of the Federal Gov affair and quit* a sum netted.
Soon It will don Its summer garb
Dr. Nevens cited the case’cf two
Be clothed ln green attire.
We’ll start with the fruit juices, minutes. Flatten dough by stamp- j WM greatly appreciated by all.
ernment w-ithin the District of F. L. Roberts returned Wednes
famous rulers, distracted by dental
Km. apple, plum and cherry trees
lndispensible for summer hospi ing with a tumbler covered with a ' A short business meeting followed troubles who signed cruel bills. He
Columbia, but was not able to day from Boothbay. He was accom
Show now the budding sprout.
Soon
they
will
spring
a
glad
surprise
panied
by
his
cousin,
Mrs.
AJb
’
-a
tality and suggest again you blend damp cloth. Bake ln a slow oven ln regard t0 the state ConventiOn spoke at considerable length on the
undertake a similar investigation
And suddnely pop out!
and mix them ln interesting bev (325 degrees F.) 12 to 15 minutes. ' whlch ls now being held ln Auburn difficulties experienced by Oeorge
of Federal records outside of the Meculay, who is guest of Mr. and
Into their shimmering drapery
erages. Grape Juice, cranberry Yield: 254 dozen cookies.
Mrs.
Roberts.
District with members of its own
The following were chosn as official Washington, who became toothless
Of sportive. dancing leaves
That frolic In the sunshine.
Juice, apricot, tomato, pineapple, Birds Eye Oven-Cooked Broilers
staff, and later through the co
delegates: Lucille Stanley, Helen at middle age and who was ob
The Winners 4-H Club with lead
Play tag with every breeze
Rub broilers outside generously Crockett, Lincoln McRae, Jr., and
papaya, the list is endless. Add
operation of the Works Progress ers, Mrs Scott Littlefield and Mrs.
Elizabeth O Marsh
liged to wear crudely fitting den
Rockland
fresh lemon or orange juice, sprigs with Land O' Lakes Butter or Milton Robarts; the alternates to tures.
Administration the work became a Kenneth Cook, met Monday night
LIFE’S OBLIGATION
of mint, ice cubes with bits of fruit bacon fat, and sprinkle outside and be Richard Spear, Robert Smalley,
nationwide project.
[For Tlie Courler-Oazette]
after school in Union Church vestry.
"You have seen the stern expres
or berries frozen in them for deco inside with salt and pepper. Place Robert Nash, Alice Bohn and Outdo sion of his mouth in all of his pic
Thus far Maine has inventoried The girls practiced their demon
Pen before you die
Your story of the ftght;
skin
side
up
in
baking
pan.
Bake
ration and keep the cookie Jars
approximately 1,589 government strations which were presented
Flore. Transportation to the con tures," said the speaker; "I wonder
Say n<« to all good-bye
Till life reveals Ls light.
filled and you're set for one form ln a hot oven (530 degrees F. 15 to vention ln charge of Richard Spear.
agencies, and information has been Thursday night after their public
how he would have looked with nat
John Karsen Rhoades
20 minutes, until brown. Reduce
of summer hospitality.
secured on 26,206 reports. Already supper, served in the vestry. In the
Jack Lowe and Lincoln McRae. Jr. ural teeth."
New York City.
Kf.n MacKenzie who will be
published are 900 series of volumes judging contest Beatrice Burgess re
For emergency snacks you'll want heat to slow (326 degrees F.) and Following is a brief outline of the
eg et a* at
Dr. Nevens told of the important
Community Building May 23.
jars
of olives, pickled onions; continue cooking about 20 to 30 convention program for today and part which dentists have played
of the Inventory of Federal Arch ceived the blue ribbon for the best I
GOD’S GIFTS
cheeses to be mixed with chopped minutes, until tender. Baste occa Sunday:
ives of the various departments of made holder, and Norma Skoog a 1
(For Tlie Courier -Oazette J
in the development of anesthetics.
' matinee at 4 p m. and the evening
sionally with fat in pan.
the U. S. Government in (Maine; blue ribbon for making the best
The glimpse of white cloiids In a deep chives or with chutney or chopped
1.30, Miss Yates. "Building A The Baltimore Dental School was
azure sky
Friend's
Baked
Bean
Sandwich
show
at
8.15.
The
performance
of
pickles as a spread for crackers.
these total nearly 84.000 single muffins. The next meeting will be
Recreational Program in the Local the first of its kind In this country;
The trill of a bird In a thicket near
Two cups Friend's Baked Beans,
by;
The sets of cheese in tubes are
spaced pages and include: Inven held May ao, at Union Church May 23 is different from the other
Union."
Discussion.
today there are 39. and United
The flash of bright wings.
ever so fine we think, and canapes Cain's Mayonnaise. Olives, H tea 2.10 p. m. Boys adjourn, girls remain 8tates dentistry is recognized as the
tory of the Department of Agricul vestry.
as new features have been added. And the sound of the sea.
Yours for enjoying, beauty quMe can be made with them so easily. spoon salt, chopped sweet gherkins.
ture, Department of Commerce, The Needlecraft Club met Thurs Patches, The Wonder Dog is one
at tables to hear Miss Isabelle Cush finest of its kind in the world In
free.
Put beans through sieve or mash
Farm Credit Administration, Vet day with Mrs. Maude Peaslee, fea of the best trained animal acts on Air that Is heavy with sweet scent of Deviled ham to combine with cheese
man of Bangor tell about “The 1920 dentistry became a four-year
hay.
or with chopped hard-cooked eggs out lumps. Add salt, gherkins, Clara Barton Oulld;" 2.33, recrea course; since 1937 two years in col
erans
Administration
( Togus • , turing the birthday anniversary of the stage today. Another new fea
Tlie rustle of leaves, where wotm
olives
and
enough
mayonnaise
to
and mustard belongs on both the
Federal Courts, Department of Mrs. Carrie Fifield.
breezes play.
ture is Beverly. The Prairie Sweet
tional program by the host union lege and two in a dental school are
Bright beams of sunlight.
snack and the sandwich shelves. make a smooth filling. Spread be- with free bowling and swimming at required.
Justice, Department of Interior,
heart.
who
has
been
a
hit
every
Nature's own gold.
1
tween
buttered
slices
of
Boston
Mrs. Evie Vinal of Boston arrived
Your s, with no questions, not to be Fanc> whole shrimp to impale on
Department of the Navy, Depart
the Auburn Y.M.C.A.; 6 p. m. supper
Dr Nevens served in France dur
sold.
Friday and Ls at tiie "Moors," Lane's where with her singing western
toothpicks for dipping in a piquant 1 brown bread or wholewheat bread. songs and cheers. Introducing new ing the World War and ln one of
ment of the Treasury, and the De
songs.
Clu* ering violets, fragrant anJ blue.
Island, for the summer.
MENU
partment of War. The series issued
Wild roses blooming, dripping with sauce of chili sauce and horse
The comedy is taken care of by
officers. Annual dance. 12-plece or the towns his attention was called
The second of a number of large
Breakfast
dew.
radish
to
be
eaten
with
plain
contains a history of the agency
black
face
"Phil
Libby".
This
May
flowers
hidden
by an attractive young girl who was
chestra. Fellowship Circle.
motor boats being built at the For
Fresh Strawberries
Where deep shadows fall.
crackers are another easy snack.
concerned, a report on the admin
Sunday—Attend church school. swinging on a gate. They waved
Yours for the taking. Ood gave them
rest Maker boat shop, was launched comedian made a hit with the
Wheat Cereal
istration of the Survey, and a gen
all.
Smoked tongue ln glass and
children and the grown ups at his
Secure attendance certificate. Boys at each other as he passed. The
Thursday.
Omelet
Presto Muffins
Rose B Hupper
eral description of the content of
cooked ham in tin both definitely
Tenant* Harbor
class with layman teacher with a war ended, the soldier came back
Virginia White left Friday for a last performance ln Rockland. He
Currant Jelly
the record, also the condition and
belong on your summer “quick ra
■t mt it
message. Woman speaker for the home, and the little girl swinging
visit with her great-aunt, Mrs. Julia is an ex-Keith circuit comedian and
Coffee
tions” shelf along with cans of
location of the record.
knows the game and all its tricks.
MAY ASSEMBLY
girls. Discussions. Attend church on the gate passed out of his mem
Lyons, in Augusta.
Sunday Dinner
[For The Courler-Oazette]
corned beef and roast beef hasn,
Much has been accomplished by
service. Host pastor. Rev. Weston ory One day last summer his of
O. V Drew. E. L. Glldden. Charles This will be the last appearance of
Fresh Pineapple Cocktail
chicken and noodles, prepared
Robins sing upon the hill
the Survey and officials have been Webster and I. G Calderwood left this fine artist ln this city.
A Cote, preaching. Communion. fice in Boothbay Harbor was visited
•Birds
Eye
Oven-Cooked
Broilers
To the music of the rill
spaghetti, clam chowder, baked
aroused to a new realization of the Friday to attend the Lions Club
Other features will be The Prairie And the wild loon* raise their cry
Installation of new officers and re by an attractive young woman wiio
Potatoes
baked
in
Cream
And ’.he geese In phalanx fly
beans and Welch rarebit. The
value and importance of their Convention at Bangor
Sodbusters in western Hill-Billie To their haven on the fens
dedication of all Unioners to the was starring in a theatrical com
New Peas and Onions
tongue can be chopped and blended
records. Records lost or forgotten William Merrithew died Thursday music and songs. Dot and Jean two Where the deer play ln the glens
task of going "Forward Together.' pany there. When he learned she
Celery
Scallions
Radishes
with sweet pickle or egg for sand
have been restored to the office at his home after a long illness. He clever girl singers and dancers who Ruffled grouse their nestings make
Light refreshments. Home we go. was from France there’was a com
•Caramel Cornflake Ring with
Near the darkened forest brake
wiches. served cold in slices with
responsible for their safekeeping, is survived by his wife. Addie Tol are sure to be well received. Head And the heron strides along
parison of notes— and of course
H C
Midco
Ice
Cream
the music of a song
salad or cut in julienne strips anJ
and have been saved from possible man Merrithew, and by one son. Lou ing the show will be none other than To
you have guessed the sequel. The
That the young reeds hum ao low
Coffee
added to tessed green salad.
destruction. Many custodians of Merrithew. Obituary ln next issue. Ken MacKenzie himself, the ever Near the winding river's flow.
young actress was the little girl
Supper
Then 'ihe trees their banners fly
records dici not know of the exist
The chicken and noodles might •Friend's Baked Bean Sandwiches FRIENDSHIP
who had swung on the gate.
popular cowboy singer and yodeler When the soft glow lights the sky.
Thirty members of the Parentence of the ancient records in their Union Church Notes
go into a buttered casserole witn
There were four visiting Rotariof western songs. This will be a Cold and darkness flee away
Stuffed
Egg
Salad
Teacher Association enjoyed a ban
custody, or realize their historical Sunday school at 10 a. m„ with full two hour show of western music, In the smiling month of May
mushroom soup and bits of pimians
yesterday—Oilbert Harmon,
•Chocolate
Pecan
Cookies
Maurice P. H1U
Importance. Some of the oldest and classes for all ages. At 11 a. m. songs and high class comedy with
ento, then topped with butter and Welch Grape Juice and Ginger Ale quet Monday at the Riverview Res William E. Reed and Charles W.
Rockland
taurant in Damariscotta. Wilbur
most Important federal records morning worship service. Rev. Ken out any other form of entertain
crumbs or cheese and crumbs and
It W W It
Babb cf Camden and Ward Whyte
•Recipes given.
Senter of Rockland showed moving of Portland.
have been found in the custody of neth Cook, the pastor, will take fcr ment.
baked for a really delicious bub
TIME ENRICHES
pictures of the New York and Cali
[For The Courier-Gazette]
the Bureau of Customs and the his subject "What Ls the Church."
bling hot scallop.
Pres.dent Lowe proudly exhibited
Ken and part of his gang may be
fornia World Fairs, after which the the attendance trophy won in Au
Canned chicken In the speedy
U. S. Federal Courts. Many per The vested choir will sing the an- heard over station KGAN Portland Old frlendv, like wine grow mellow
With the passing of the years;
school lunch program was discussed gusta.
sonal records have enabled citizens ' them "The Wonderful Old Story ” daily at 12.45 and on Wednesdays An old song can stir our memory
a la King sauce made with mush
And All eyes with tender tears
by Wallace Witham. State represen
of the United States to prove their Mrs. Mae Tolman and Mrs Hazel
room
soup
and
pimiento
can
be
and Fridays at 5 30 p. m There will, Old
are the f>lM _
tative. Rev. Van Deman Installed as
eligibility under the Social Security Roberts will sing a duet At 4 p. m„ be a big childrens matinee at 4 p. vista* of the long ago
served over canned shoestring po
officers: President, Mrs. Marguerite
Act
| Junior Epworth League; at 6, Chris- m. The evening show will be at 8.15. ^‘ue^fidinS afterglow
tatoes. rice or noodles or used to
Sylvester; vice president, Richard
top waffles for a "quickie" lunch
Copies of each of the series have tian Endeavor. At 7, evening praise —adv.
i An old love Is the dearer
Clifford; secretary. Miss Margaret
and
song
service,
with
Ivan
Nicker

or
supper.
(Shrimp
are
gcod
in
been deposited with The National
That haa stood the test of time;
Like a Jewel that age makt* rarer,
Simmons: treasurer. Mrs. Mabel
this
a
la
King
sauce,
too.
or
deviled
The
U.
S.
Department
of
Agri

Archives, and other copies dis- son of Springfield. Mass., will be
j Years but make old love sublime
eggs on toast.)
tributed to government agencies guest speaker. The choir will sing
culture says that winter's cold in Beale.
1 Old things have a charm about them
j That the years as they unfold.
For desserts to line the emer- the East and Middle Atlantic
concerned, libraries and other in- the anthem, In the Homeland,
Beverage alcohol is classified as Seem to add to their enrichment gency shelf you have your choice j States had but slight effect on the NORTH WARREN
stltutions. making available to his
an "important and widely used Things grow liner, growing old
Nellie M Ervlne
of Rice Pudding. Indian Pudding, No. 1 apple Insect pest—the cod
poison' which acts on the body like
torians, and scholars, unrevealed j BROAD COVE
Fire broke out on the F. G.
Tenants Harbor
data for reference and research.
| jjr. and Mrs Theodore Sylves- “a narcotic, paralyzing control and
Quick Gingerbread or Devil’s Food ling moth. Tucked away in loose Creighton blueberry farm Monday
MHWW
Cake Mix, canned fig or steamed bark and in dead leaves and other night after it had been burned over f
The following excerpts from let- 5 ter and family of Rockland were restraint," by Dr. Robert V. SeliOl’T IN MY GARDEN
ger. instructor in psychiatry at
chocolate
pudding to serve as the debris, this pest is safe unless tem by a crew. The wind had breezed I
ters illustrate the value of these guests Monday of Mr. and Mrs. Johns Hopkins University Medical
[For The Courler-Oazette]
substantial finish to a light meal, peratures fall 15 to 20 degress be- up and fanned a spark from a burnvolumes ol the Inventory of Fed- carl Hilton.
School, in a detailed study pub Out in my garden what did I see?
and cf course, you would certainly low zero. Apparently more apple ing stump. A neighborhood gathereral Archives as books of reference: j
Carrie Wallace has re- lished in today's "Union Signal." A lltle gray mouse In a cherry tree
Hr winked and he blinked and
have cans of the ice cream mix worms than usual have overwin- ing had it checked in a few hours. The Morning AfterTaking
He looked frightened and shy.
Maine State Library: I have the Cpene(j ber home after passing the magazine of National W.C.T.U
He really seemed almost reach' to cry
Declaring
that
"many
alcoholics
preparations
... a stalwart first- j tered in the main apple-producing
honor to acknowledge the receipt winter in Rockland. Mrs. James are past correction but certain pa
-----------------Carters Little Liver Pills
I vanished behind the grey stone wall.
of the donation of volumes of In- McLaine is with her for a short tients can be helped and guided to Indeed he was so frightened I feared line defense against being caught areas.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oazette
without d< ssert when guests ar- j
he might fall
ventory of the Federal Archives .time.
the goal of total abstinence," Dr. He squeaked
and he squirmed
rived.
And Jumped Into the loam
and thank you for these very desir- - The Patriotic Club met at the Seliger says:
near to my rose tree.
Do keep this sort of supply shelf'
"The real treatment of alcoholics Right
able additions to the Maine State j club room in the Town hall reClose by my home
is embodied in society's attitude to
stocked and ready this summer:
Llbrary.
I cently.
white pussy, so sly and so
ward drinking. Persistent and con My little
and perhaps tack a card of menus j
slick
University of Maine: Tire Board
Arthur Willey has employment stant education of the effect of al Was lying
st eace on a pillar of brlkc.
and combinations to the inner door
She
sniffed
and
she
stretched
of Trustees cf the University of at Snow's shipyard in Rockland.
cohol on the individual and society
of the closet so you can work fast I
And she gave a quick hound
Maine acknowledges with grateful, Mr. and iMrs. Linwood Timber- is indicated—with a teaching to Landing under the rose tree on the
and efficiently If necessary.
damp ground
parents
that
a
practice-what-youappreciation, the volumes of Inven-1 lake and daughter of Portland
preach' attitude is of utmost im Scat! I called loudly, you naughty cat I Caramel Cornflake Ring
tory of the Federal Archives recent- passed last weekend with Mr. and portance.
To Jump In n»- garden and spoil all of
Six cups cornflakes, one-third
that
ly issued by The National Archives! Mrs. Willis Hilton.
Total abstinence is the goal of Bed I've
been making for
cup Land O’ Lakes butter, lti cups
Miss
Olenlce
Mank
of
Waldoboro
all
treatment.
Survey in Maine.
Future enchantment because
mouse has a home near my case brown sugai.
"Successful results measured by A weement.
The President and Fellows of was guest of Miss Georgia Oenth[ Put cornflakes in a large, greased
total
abstinence
have
been
obtained
ner
recently.
Harvard College: Have received
pert robin redbreast sat In the Ure
by many approaches both lay and A
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hilton and medical. Ocasionally chronic al And watched for a worm In the garden bowl. Melt butter, add sugar and
and gratefully acknowledge your
to see
cook over a medium fire until mix
esteemed gift to the Library, of the Cynthia Tibbetts were callers Sun- coholics have rehabilitated them- He sang a sweet song and darted down
ture starts to bubble, stirring con
Inventories of Federal Archives In day on Mr. and Mrs. James Tolman 1 selves, others have been helped by I To ga’tbe? the worm in his magical
stantly. Pour this hot syrup over
friends,
some
by
religious
converi
rick
in Rockville and Mr. and Mrs.
the State of Maine.
Ision. and others by temperance Meow' said the pussy, to thick my four cornflakes, mixing well so that
Columbia University,
Library. James Bmery in Rockland.
feet
1 pledges.'
each flake is coated. Pack in small1
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Collamore
beat that gay robin
New York: The Library of the Uni
. In discussing the physiological Couldn't
greased molds or a large ring mold.
And give me the treat
and
son
have
moved
to
Perley
Colversity gratefuly acknowledges with
effects of alcohol, he said:
When all of the morning I've cleaned
Chill and unmold and serve with
nlysclf neat.
'Alcohol is consumed mainly for
thanks the receipt of the Inven lamore's house lor the summer.
A garden, a robin, pussy, mouse and Midco ice cream.
Miss
Marjorie
McLain
was
home
its
narcotizing
effects
on
the
brain,
tories of Federal Archives ln Maine.
worm.
Chocolate Pecan Cookies
®nd ev1en
comparatively small A woman
sat thinking which
American Antiquarian Society from Waldoboro last weekend.
doses the drinker is released from Should be her concern?
Three-fourths cup sifted flour,
(National Library of American His
seir-crltlcism. The depressant ef- Set a trap for tthe moui«?
*4
teaspoon salt, H cup shortening,
u ,he Keep the
VV him’?
tory) Worcester, Mass.: Beg to ac COURIER-GAZETTE WANT AD* fect of a,coho, on thf
1 cup sugar, 2 eggs, well beaten, 3
WORK WONDERS
cause of the too numerous auto- isn't nature absurd?
knowledge receipt of the volumes
squares chocolate, melted, 1 tea.
K 8 F.
of Federal Archives ln the State
Rockland
of Maine, more oi the excellent In
New Vndtr-arm
ventories prepared by the Survey.
mobile accidents of the present
IN PERSON
time.
These references are especially
Cream Deodorant
"I COMPARED OLDS WITH CARS COSTING LESS"Both in its immediate effects
valuable to us and the National
'and in its slower and more chronic
Archives Survey. Division of Wom
EO UND I COULD GET NOT ONLY MORE SAFETY,
manifestations, alcohol is the most
en's and Professional Service Pro
dangerous poison widely included Stops Perspiration
BUT MORE SUB, STYLE AND COMFORT IN OLDS
jects is to be congratulated on the
in the human diet, affecting nearly
every tissue of the (body but having
successful completion of such a
-AND AT VERY UTTLE DIFFERENCE IN PRICEI"
a particularly toxic action upon
tremendous undertaking.
Thank
the tissues of the central nervous
you for presenting these invaluaule
system. Besides the serious brain
works to this Society.
changes, one finds as a result of
Olds prices
Another activity is the compila
alcoholism.
alcoholic
gastritis,
ALK about safety! The aruall extra amount you
begin at$807
atrophic cirrhosis of the liver, and
tion of ship documents, thus far
pay for an Olds “60’’ brings the greatest array of
for Coupes,
, circulatdry derangements.
5,309 ships registers and enroll
$85 J for
safety features ever—including Unisteel Body by
"Many
times
one
cannot
deter

ments found In customhouses have
Sedans, de-^
1. Doe* not rot dresses, does
mine any great and glaring mech
Fisher, Hi-Test Safety Plate Glass, self-energizing
been listed and will be published
livered at Lansing, Michigan. Trans
not irritate skin.
anisms as the basis of , why the
Super-Hydraulic Brakes, Dual Center-Control Steer
2. Nowaiiingtodry.Canbeused
portation based on rail rates, state
ln mimeograph form. These vol
I drinker drinks; but the outstanding
right after shaving.
ing and the extra power and performance of a big
and local taxes (if any,) optional
fact may be elicited that alcohol is
umes when Issued will give a com
3. Instantly stops perspiration
equipment and accessories — extra.
taken to relieve a certain vague
95 H. P. Econo-Master Engine. But that’s not all!
plete history as passible of each
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
Prices subject to change without
restlessness in the individual in
from perspiration.
vessel documented in a particular
You get added size, better looks, greater comfort
notice, a general motors value
cident to friction between hls bio
4.
Apure,white,greaseless,stain

District in Maine, and make avail
Help promote lately —dim your Itghft when patting!
and finer quality. See and drive an Olds “60” today!
logical and emotional makeup and
less vanishing cream.
able to the public, information and
the ordinary strains of life."
5. Arrid has been awarded (he
material not hitherto accessible.
He reviewed the visible effects
Approval Sea I of the American
of alcohol based on concentrations
Institute of Laundering for
The
publications will
include
being harmless to fabrics.
in the blood. With .50 milligrams
sketches of old ships built in the
of alcohol to a cubic centimeter
23 MILLION jars of Arrid
various districts ln Maine, the on?
of blood the drinker “takes person
hava been sold. Try a jar today I
on cover-page being a replica of
The Down Easters, well known WCSH Radio troupe, who will appear al and social liberties of all sorts
the ship that appears on the first i person at the stage of Park Theatre on Thursday. There will be a as Impulse prompts," Dr. Seliger
WINTER STREET
register and enrollment of the sperial children’s matinee on Thursday for the children, including the writes: “Deep anethesia, may be
,
Al all stores selllaa toilet
fatal,
”
follows
a
concentration
of
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Down Easters, Ski Patrol feature and four extra cartoons, all for 10 cents
a Jar
(a| "
l0^ ^3
j,
United States Merchant Marine.

Ella Newman, State
Supervisor, Tells of Inter,
esting and Important
Work Done

Delegates Chosen To
State Convention Now
Being Held ln Auburn

I

Fa

ts

L

\

Effects Of Alcohol

“itsExtra Safety
H W ELTET"K1

ZlAzCAZWASr

IS WORTH THE
SMALL EXTRA COST!”

PARK THEATRE, THURSDAY, MAY 23

T

*807

OLDSMOBILE

Ella O. Newman,

to Ute school children.—adv.

4.00 milligrams per cc.

ARRID FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.
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Though this song is listed as
j ' trash" by real musicians, it still
remains one of the most famous
««««
Said To Have Been the
American songs. And did you know
BHIRJ.EY T WTI J.IA14B
Best Looking In the
that the words were written, not by
Correspondent
Paul Dresser, but by his brother,
Waterville Parade
ft ft ft ft
Theodore, who became a famous
SIC
More than 130 pu-(
Tel. 190
| novelist, known to us as Theodore
pils from Camden
i Dreiser. Reviewing Paul Dresser's
by Gladys Si. Clair Heistad
High School’s Musi
At various times during the next
life, we find that his father wanted
cal Clubs proudly
week there are to be radio programs
him to become a priest, but that he
The citation was announced ran away at the age of 16 to be
represented t h e 1 r I Five young instrumentalists from
of particular interest to Baptist
school and home Maine were given sufficiently high through a survey made by the Em- come one of those medicine show
Church members, since they are to
communities in the All-Maine Music rating at the State audition for the brec Concert Service which during minstrel men. He did become a
be broadcast from the Northern
the past year has had first-hand
Baptist Convention in Atlantic City.
Festival held in Waterville last Sat All-American
Youth
Orchestra, contact with about 100 cities and famous minstrel of his day, and
Over WEAF and the red network
urday. All along the line of march held in Portland last month, to en towns in north-eastern and south came to New York as a star in his
these programs wfll be on Tuesday
the Camden group received pro title them to a re-hearing at the eastern states, through the estab own right, playing at Tony Pastor's
at 12.33; on Wednesday at 1.45 p.
and Niblo's music halls. He won
longed applause and commendation. regional tryouts in Boston. Success- lishments of community memberfame as a songwriter, writing more
m.: and on Saturday at 6 30 p. m
and throughout the day was stopped jlul contestants were: Anna M I ^ip subscription associations.
The speaker on these occasions will)
than 160 song hits. It is said that
Korda, cellist; Portland; Ellery
These associations made possible1
by innumerable people on the streets ;
be Dr Walter W Van Kirk, na
he did most of his composing at
,Tuck, violinist, and Paul W. Mona- for the flrst time appearances of
tionally known radio commentator
the organ, liking to work at twi
who wished to express their ap-'
clarinetlst Ban(?or; Alzaieen
such artists as Cornelia Otis Skin
on '"Religion in the News." Thc
proval of the snappy, colorful ap-jntcomb. violinist. Farmington, and ner, Alec Templeton and Ferde light; he was of a very emotional
Columbia Network broadcasts will
nature, sometimes bursting into
pearance. Many said that Camden Orald Smith, violinist, Auburn,
Grofe in cities and towns ranging
be on Tuesday at 5 30 and Saturday
had the best looking uniforms in I As Leopold Stokowski, interna in population from 4.000 to 40,000. tears when a new melody came to
at 2.15 and will present outstand
him. Some of the Dresser songs we
•tionally famed conductor, who will In Rockland the Embree bureau as
lize parade.
ing speakers on the program of the [
still remember are: "Just Tell Them
The weather was just right, both lead the 109-piece orchestra com- sisted in the establishment of the
Convention.
for those participating jn the pa-1 jxxsed of the country's most talented Knox County Concert Association. That You Saw Me,'' "The Blue and
The Edward O'Brien residence. From an old photo.
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook returned ’
rade and tlie thousands who crowd-1 players between tlie ages of >16 and Rockland, according to the survey, the Gray," “The Pardon Came Too
Late." When he was burled from
last night from several days visit
ed every available space on both 25, has emphasized, he wishes every is typical of the "small town" mar
of
Gov.
George
D
Aiken
of
Berpink
and
green.
Those
invited
were
St.
Francis Xavier’s Church 34 years
in Owl s Head.
sides of the streets and in the build state in the Union represented in ket which is proving its dominence.
mont Thursday at the Blaine House,
Judith A. Maloney and mother,
ago,
the rector read over his body
Mrs. Clara Sawyer, Mrs. Grace
ings to witness the colorful spec the organization. A last hearing The 'Buy at Home'' idea, which
Augusta: Mrs. W E. Drown, Mrs.
i Mrs. Frank Maloney of South
Moore. Mrs. Lilia Clark and Miss
tacle of more than 150 units '5000 will follow the regional audition, at chambers of commerce of smaller the words of “On the Banks of the
Ora Brown, Mrs Grace Richardson.
(Thomaston, Tobey L. Messer and
Margaret Crandon attended the
| school pupils) marching toward thc which the great conductor will per cities and towns have been stressing Wabash."
Mrs. A E. Greenlaw, Mrs. W. G. |
I mother, Mrs. Ronald Messer, John
JUNE COTE
reviewing stands.
County Convention of the W.C.T.U.
sonally make the final decision on commercially for many years, is
Williams, Mrs.. J Riker Proctor.
M. Ingalls and mother. Mrs. Elmer
Correspondent
The Camden delegation was head his players. He is at present on a proving successful. It bears out
held at Friendship Thursday. Elec- j
Probate Notices
Mrs
James
Carswell.
Jr..
Mrs.
MaIngalls, Cornelia Keyes and mother.
AAA,
ed by two Glee Club girls. Beverly nation-wide tour hearing prospec predictions of de-centralization. The
tion of officers resulted in Miss
1 rion Halloway. Mrs. E J. Cornelis.
Mrs. Kenneth Keyes, Ward M.
STATE OE MAINE
Tel 713
Grover and Dorothy Keller, who car tive candidates and is due to ar large municipal centers are find
Crandon's being re-elected county
Mrs. J Hugh Montgomery, Mrs. A
Grafton and other, Mrs. William
To aU person* Interested ln either of
ried Camden's new banner. The rive in New York on May 30.
president, an office which sire has'
the
estates
hereinafter named
ing
that
residents
of
the
smaller
R OiUmor, Mrs. C. A. Perry. Mrs.
i
Grafton. Mildred M. Young and
a Probae Court held at Rockland,
Committal services were held .
... ...
..
„ 36-piece High School Band, attired
held for the past seven years Other
This is Just the kind of a project neighboring communities are get InAtand
for
the
County of Knox, on the
Winfield
Witham,
Miss
M
Louisa
r
®
mother, Mrs. Ellis Young, of this
Friday morning at 10.30 for the late
in new West Point Cadet style uni to make Mr. Stokowski bristle with ting what they want in their own 16th day ot April In the year of our
officers elected were: vice presi
Codman. Mrs. Nerita Wight, Mrs.
town, and Paul Perry and mother,
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Sydney L. G. Sutherland at the
forms of crimson and grey (crimson excitement, for he isn't the kind local stores and business houses. forty and by adjournment fra.i oay
dent, Mrs. Clara Emery of Rock
Nellis B Foster. Mrs. D. Preston
Mrs. Laurence Perry of Rockland.
jacket with grey embroidery, and of a conductor who is content to re Opening of big food and clothing to day from the 16th day of said AprU.
West Rockport cemetery, the Rev.
land; corresponding secretary. Mrs.
The following matters having been pre
Wysong, Jr., Mrs Ruth Perry. Mrs
Townspeople are reminded that' William e. Berger officiating.
grey trousers with crimson stripe; hearse his men at punctual inter chain stores in the communities sented for (he action thereupon hereClara Sawyer of Thomaston; re
Willard Chapin, Miss Teresa Arau,
Inafter Indicated It la hereby OR
cording secretary. Mrs. Elizabeth nexl Saturday is the American LeMr. and Mrs W O Hopkins have Mi#g clara
Miss Helen the hlU* wrre als0 crlmson Bnd vals and step on the conductor's further bears this out. Increased DERED
gion
"Poppy
Day."
That notice thereof be given to all
Newbert of Appleton; treasurer,
returned to their home on Moun Rawley, Mrs. P G Willey and Rev. grey), played during the parade, stand once a week during the sea advertising linage in the local
persona interested, by causing a ropy
Mrs. Leona Robinson of Rockland; In the Churches
tain Street after a visit with Mrs. and Mrs W. F. Brown, Mrs. Grace 1 with Edgar Johnson serving as drum son. he wants action and plenty of papers of the towns and cities is of thia order to be published three
weeks successively In The Courier- Oa
auditor. Miss Mabel Fernald of
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass i Hopkuls' sister' Mrs
ta Port' Lowe. Mrs. John Paul. Mrs. Robert, ™*>r- The uniform of the band it, and always has his eye upon the additional proof.
rer. c a newspaper published it Rock
director, Roger D. Calderwood, wno orchestra of ten seasons hence and
land in said County, that they may ap
Thomaston.
land.
And
the
presentation
of
concerts
Cox and Mrs. E H. Tinker.
at 9 a. m.
at a Probate Court to be held at
marched at the right of the band, the audiences that are going to hear under the auspices of the small pear
Mr. and Mrs Henry Foster and
said Rockland on the 31st day of May
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dunn and
The Congregational Good Cheer w crcam coR>red coa[ and Mp,
St. Johns Church. At 9 a. m.. their daughter, Mrs Edward Cutler
A
D
at 8 o'clock In the forenoon,
them. Under normal conditions Mr. community itself shows that the and be1940
Miss Harriet Dunn arrived Wednes
heard thereon If they aee cause.
Class will hold its last meeting of | with gold braid, and grey trousers
Holy Eucharist.
of Framingham. Mass., are visiting
Stokowski would probably be off for small town decisively is asserting an
CLARA E CROCKETT lata of Rock
day to spend the summer at their
deceased
Will and Codicil and
St. Oeorge's Church, Long Cove. Mrs Foster's sister, Mrs. Ada Dyer. the season Tuesday night, May 21. with crimson stripe.
an European trip for the summer I independence and dominance in a land
home here having spent several
Petition for Probate thereof, asking
in the form of a lobster picnic at
Thc band was followed by the or of 1940. but the war has altered all
that the same may be proved and al
Rev. W. F. Brown pastor of the
cultural
as
well
as
a
commercial
months ln St. Petersburg. Fla. En At 8 a. m.. Holy Eucharist.
Miss Jessie Hosmer's camp at Lake chestra members, who wore caps
lowed. and that Letters Testamentary
Baptist Church. Sunday School Chestnut Street Baptist Church,
to Ensign Otis of Rockland, he
route home they visited Mr. and
Megunticook. The officers for the , and capes, also of the school colors. such plans. While he could remain way. according to the Embree sur Issue
being the Executor named ln said Will,
in his pleasant house in Hollywood vey.
Mrs. LeRoy Comly in Elkins Park. at 9 45. morning worship at 11 will have for the subject of his coming year will be elected at
without bond
The 61 members of the Girls' Glee or write the book about which he
oclock. The music for this service sermon Sunday morning at 11
El MER E JAMESON, late of War
Penna.
this meeting. Those planning to clu„ wearing lheir npw unlfonn,
ren deceased
Will and Petflon for
includes the choral anthem. "The oclock. "It Matters How You Look
has been talking for a long time,
attend are asked to contact Miss crimson skirts and white blouses,
Indiana recently observed "Paul Probate thereof, asking that the same
Mr. and Mrs Winthrop Whitney
mav be proved and allowed and that
Spirit of God', by Bixby, and a at Things.” There will be music by
he likes something more exciting,
Hosmer before Monday noon.
have returned to Friendship after
Testamentary Issue to Nettle
provided the finishing touch in mak- more energetic. Somewhere along Dresser Day." And who was Paul Letters
soprano. "The Land Called Home," the adult choir. Church school
A Jameson of Warren she being tha
Dresser,
do
I
hear
you
ask?
He
was
passing the winter with Mr. and
The
second
social
of
the
Baptist
t
ns
the
complete
Camden
unit
outExecutrix
named ln said Will, without
by Baines. Mrs. Carrie Butler. The convenes at 9 45. The last vesper
the Une the idea of an All-American
the composer of "On the Banks of bond.
Mrs. Charles Starrett.
children s story is entitled The >rvlce before the summer recess Calendar Club for the year will be standh.; in appearance.
Youth Orchestra popped into his the Wabash" which has become In
BYRON B M1IJ.CKEN late of Rock
The Baptist Christian Endeavor Wooden Horse. ' and for his morn-jwUl be held at 7.30 with music by held Wednesday at 7 30 at the BapGirls' Glee Club, as w«jl as head Perhaps
he Mld not
land. deceased Will and Petition for
members will leave the church at ing sermon the pastor has chosen 'he young people's choir and a brief tist 'Pstr> • „F[*nk A Winslow. of . then- director. Mrs Rogers, were M long .go-.-something’iiew.with diana's official song. Paul Dresser, Probate (hereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
though born in Indiana, was more Letters Testamentary Issue to A Walk
4.15 Monday to attend the Knox the topic. How Shall We Escape?'. -sermon °« the subject: "Being Like ( Rockland wU1 ** the guest spcaker especially pleased to have achieved
respect to music, is happening in New Yorker than Hoosier, for he er Brewster of Owl's Head and Alan L.
County Rally at Tenants Harbor. Miss Kathleen
..
_____
...
and "Ex- the United States. The rising gen
Bird ol Rockland, they being the Ex
Anderson
is in I aa Tree
Tree ” The
The midweek
midweek service
service will
will A
* social hour
nour wiU
wl“ follow and re- \ the rating of
ol "Superior''
"Superior..............
Rev. Mr. Perron is the speaker at charge of the Christian Endeavor •* ^d Thursday night at 7 30.
freshments will be served by the ceUent." The orchestra was award eration ls amazingly rich in musi lived and wTote music in New York ecutors named In said Will, with bond.
nl a fims u-Vien Tin TSan ailsv wae
LYDIA W MERRILL, late of Hope,
5 o'clock, his subject "Philippines.'
Allison Curry- has entered the committee Mrs. Eleanor Hutchins. | ed a rating of "Excellent'' and the! cal talent." He has observed in this at a time when Tin Pan Alley was oecewsed win and Pe ltlon for Probate thereof, asking that the same
Just
beginning
to
flourish.
If
Paul Chapan went yesterday to meeting at 6 o'clock, the topic be
may be proved and allowed and that
ing "The Printed Page At 7 oclock Ncw England Deaconess Hospital in Mrs. Sarah Young. Mrs. Mary Joy. hand "Good"—both in audition and Une of thought that for these gifted
Dresser had lived he would be 83 Letters Testamentary issue to Alan L.
Farmington to attend the Alumni
Mrs. Lona Regnier, Mrs. Lloyd Sykes for street parade.
the sermon is on the subject "Why ®°s'on for surgical treatment
young musicians there are no years old. He died in 1906—and Bird of Rockland, he being the Execu
Banquet and Ball. He was accom
five Camden instrumentalists opportunitics t0 play great muslc
tor named in said Will, with bond.
I Am A Baptist." "Walking In
Horall° w Stevens h« burned and Mrs Charles Wood
MANSFfELD R ROBINSON, late of
panied by Miss Leah Tillson, who is
Miss Nettie Wooster, who spent | were chosen to participate in the | wlth an organiMtion whi<.h has the died broke as many other musicians Warren,
Truth” is the subject for the Thurs- t0 Camd«n aRer spending the windeceased
Will and Petition
have done. He earned much money for Probate
spending the weekend with Mr. and
thereof, asking that the
evening
program.
James
Hendricks
same
musica
,
standards
as
the
I
the
winter
in
Florida,
is
visiting
her
day night prayer meeting at 7 ter lr‘ Washington. D. C.
same may be proved and allowed and
with
his
music,
but
he
spent
it;
his
Mrs. Harold Stevens.
Q-cloclc
These members cf the Camden sister Mrs. C. Kendall Hopkins trumpet, and Frank Magee baritone major orch„,ras of the country.
that Leiter-, Testamentary Issue to Ray
Mrs. Morris Clark of La Grange,
horn, both appeared as soloists be And so The All-American Youth Or big heart put generous sums into D Robinson of Newport, he being the
Federated Church. Sunday School Oarden Club ““ended the recep- Mountain street,
Executor named In said Will, without
fhe hands of friends.
Hl., arrives today to be guest of Mr. at 9.45, morning worship at 11 ,ion and tea glven by the Garden I The Public Library will be closed fore an audience of 2000 Each was
bond
chestra is bom—to present just
Do you remember the words;
LIZZIE M FULLER, late of Rockland,
and Mrs. John Tillson and Mr and oclock. The pastor will speak to C ub Federation of Maine in honor an day Sunday, Monday and Tues- highly commended and received
such an opportunity to these talent "Oh. the moonlight's fair tonight along deceased Will and Petition for Probate
Mrs. Francis Tillson.
well-earned
applause.
Miss
Selma
thereof, asking that the same may be
----------------------------------------- ------ day while floors are being waxed.
the Wabash.
ed young people.
proved and allowed and that Letters
Contract Club met yesterday at the children on the subject "I Know Friday at her home on High street. | Capt
From the flelite there comes the
E Mayhew has Heal served as accompanist, and
Testamentary issue to Stella Fuller
The preliminary auditions in New
A
Lot."
and
the
sermon
topic
is
breath of new-mown hay
Linekin of Rorkland she being the
the home of Mrs. Fred Overlock.
gave
them
excellent
support.
Four
Mrs.
Smal
’
.
ev
was
born
at
Steu

Through the aycamores the candle
York
City
have
been
conducted
by
Executrtx
named In said Will, without
lights are gleaming.
There were four tables. Mrs. Arthur "The Most Powerful Thing In the ben. Nov. 4. 1860, daughter of Rev. i assumed his duties on the new yacht Camden boys played in the All-State
bond
On the banka of the Wabash far
Edmund
Zygman.
National
Youth
"Maggie
Fury,"
which
will
be
McDonald and Mrs. Earle Gowell World The anthem for the morn
HELENA A FALES. Ute of Rockland,
away."
John and Zelma (Yeaton) Broken. ' launched this week at East Booth- Band of 100 instrumentalists from Administrator, and Michel Whitedeceased
WUl and Petition for Pro
substituting. Highest scores were ing is The Heart of God. by Schubate thereof, asking that the same
She is survived by two sons. Ed- bay. The boat is owned by Mrs. C. E all sections of Maine. They were hill. head of the Radio Workshop
may be proved and allowed and that
held by Mrs. WUUam Robinson of ler ^re wlU * a special meetlng ward
(Frank Magee baritone horn. Peter
A. Smalley of Vinalhaven. and ;
Notices of Appointment Letters Testamentary issue to Hezekiah
Music department. The candidates
B Fales of Rockland, he being the ExWarren, Miss Lucy Rokes, Mrs. of the Epworth League at 6 o'clock Harold G. Smalley of Thomaston.! Moses cf Providence, R. I., and will j1 Sparta trumpet, Jenness Eugley
were asked first to play a selection
ecu-or named In said Will, without
Gowell and Mrs Overlock The club to arrange for attending the Circuit four daughters, Mrs. Arthur Berry , summer at Wild Harbor, Mass.
' bass, and Douglas Kelley trombone.
I. Charles L. Veazie, RegL-ier of Pro bond.
of their own choosing and then bate for the Counuy of Knox. In the
ANNIE S GEDDES, late of Flushing.
will meet next week at Mrs. Over Rally at Rockport on Wednesday. of Gardiner. Mrs. George Bean, Mrs j B. F. Cushing of Boston was a re
of Maine hereby certify that in
play from music selected by Mr. 8tate
Y . deceased
Exemplified copy of
The
evening
subject
at
7
o'clock
is
cent
visitor
in
town.
the following estates the persons were N
lock's.
ning was given over to dancing
WUl and Probate thereof, together
Mildred Achorn and Mrs. Charles,
Zygman. In this way sight-read appointed Admlnlstra ors. Executors, with a Petition for Probate of Foreign
"Learning
to
Live."
The Baptist Church School Coun
The Camden High School orches- i with music furnished by Everett
Oiiardians and Conservators and on Will, asking that the copy of said anil
Morton all of Rockland and seving ability could be tested. Of the dates hereinafter named:
may be allowed, filed and recorded In
cil will meet at the vestry Monday Susie E. Smalley
j eral grandchildren. Rev. Guy Wil-jlra> linder “le direction of Roger Grieves orchestra augmented by
RILEY BRADFORD, late of Friend the Probate Count of'Knox County, and
course there is no way yet to tell
night at 7 o'clock.
Funeral services will be held to-, -on of the Rockland Methodist D Calderwood, presented a pro member.-, cf the High School orches who. among the thousands, will win ship. deceased Ruth E Bradford of that Letters Testamentary he Issued
Friendship
was
appointed
Admx . to WUUam Geddes and Samuel Polk,
A union Memorial Sunday serv morrow at 4 o'clock from the Davis. Church will officiate at the funeralgram cf musical selections at the tra Refreshments of ice cream and
26. 1940 and qualified hy filing both of Flushing. N Y . without bond.
places on thc Stokowski Ust. But March
bond
April
6,
1940
ice will be held at the Baptist funeral chapel, for Mrs. Susie E„ service and burial j»ill be in the s Wedneaday night meeting of Me cake were served by the Ladies'
ESTATE FRANK B SHERMAN. Ute
those who do not will still have the
HARRIET MILLIKEN of Rockland of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
gunticook Grange. A reading "The Auxiliary.
Church at 7 oclock May 26. and all widow of Wilmot Smalley, who died Village Cemetery.
Alan L Bird of Rockland was appoint Administration, asking that Carrie F.
possibility of becoming part of the ed
Conservator.
AprU
6.
1940
and
quali

Big Parade" was given by James
Sherman of Rockland, or some other
patriotic organizations are invited
"A New Song" will be lhe sub
Administration fied hy ailing bond on same date
suitable person, be appointed Admx ,
Wentworth of Hope, a junior at ject of the sermon by the Rev. Wes National Youth
Thc speaker is Rev. W. F. Brown,
CHARLES
T
D
AMES
of
Rockland
Symphony which Is to be heard on Marian A Waldron of Rockport was without bond
Camden High School. C M Wash ton P Holman, pastor of the MonuESTATE SARAH F LUFKIN, Ute of
pastor of the Camden Baptist
appointed Conservator. April 9 1940. Rockport, deceased
the radio and possibly go on tour.
Petition for Adburn of the State Department of ment Square Methodist Church, al
Church.
and quallhed by Oilng bond on same mlnu.ration, asking that William C.
The tour of the Stokowski unit date
Lufkin
of
Rockport,
or some other
Agriculture will give a talk on the morning service at 10.30 SunThursday Club members were en
MARY B BREWER of Rorkland suitable person, be appointed Admr,
is to begin In Washington with a
"Maine
in
History"
next
Wedncs.
without
bond
tertained at the home of Mrs. El
Barbara J Swanson nf Rorkland was
July 4. Present plans call appointed Ouardlan. April 9. 1940. and
ESTATE LILLIAN F CARVOt late
day at the open session of the under the direction of A. F Sher- .,concert
mer R. Biggers Thursday night,
,,,
,
u ...
Vinalhaven. deceased
Petition for
,
j
for sailing from New York the next qualined by Bling bond April 11. 1940 of
Grange.
man. Church School and Bible I
..
„
LrLLIAN A ELLIOTT, late of Camden Administration asking that Edward G
prizes at bridge going to Mis. Stan
I
day
on
the
U
Carver
of
Vinalhaven.
or
some other
Raymond H Rackllffe of
.7“L
,
s fam'r deceased
The Arey-Heal Post American classes will meet at 1145, classes 1
ley Macgowan. 'Mrs. William B. D
South Thomaston was appointed Exr, suitable person, be appointed Admr.,
without
bond
Legion
entertained
the
H^h
School
for
all
ages.
Mrs
Stella
MacRae,
1
.
ing
on
an
K1
'
w°
concers
April 16. 1940. and qualined by nilng
Gray and Mrs. Charles Smith. Next
bond on same date
ESTATE LUCY C
FARNSWORTH,
band, orchestra and glee club at thc ! superintendent. Happy Hour servavana' wo n aracas. one
Thursday night the club will meet
First and
LAWRENCE F KALLOCH. late of late of Rockland, deceased
Dutch
West
Indies;
four
final
acxxrant
presented
for allowance
Legion Hall Friday night. There i ice will be held at 7.30 with praise uraca0
Warren, deceased
William M Teague
at the home of Mrs. Edward T.
by
Boston
Safe
Deposit
and
Trust
of
Canaan.
Conn,
was
appointed
Exr
.
in Rio Janeiro, four In Sao Paulo,
was a brief program with selections (service afiid talk by thc pastor on
April 16. 1940. without bond Stuart C Company of Boston. Mass . Spec Admr.
Dornan.
, four in Montevideo, four in Buenos Burgess of Rockland was appointed
ESTATE CORA R HALSTRTCK. Ute
by each musical organization and the subject, "The Royal Kinship | Aires, one in Rosario, Argentina; Agent In Maine
Mrs. Marion B. Grafton enter
of Rockland, deceased Petition for Re
remarks by Supt. Chalks E Lord, of Service." Mrs. Weston P HolJAMES P BETTS, late of Camden, duction of Bond, preserved bv Frank
tained tlie Star Circle of Grace
one in Bahia, Brazil; one In St. deceased Nina A Be ts of Camden L Young, of 8udbury. Mass . Exr
Prin. Carlton P. Wood and George man will be the soloist. Church
Chapter Tuesday. It was planned
appointed Exx . April 16. 1940
ESTATE ALVIN G POTTLE. Ute of
Thomas, Virgin Islands; two in San was
without bond
Friendship, deceased
First and final
H. Thomas, a member of the 8chool night service will be held Thursday
to hold a public card party during
Juan, P. R.. and returning to New CHARLES BALL, late of Camden, de account presented for allowance by
Board. The remainder of the eve- night at 7.30 in tlie vestry at which
Lewvllle J Pottle. Exr
June at the home of Mrs. Leila
ceased
Edward
C
Payson
of
Rockland
I York on Aug. 27.
was appointed Admr , April 16. 1940
ESTATE OCTAVE P HOWARD, late
Smalley, the proceeds to benefit
If plans develop as Mr. Stokowski and qualified by 'filing bond on same of Rockland, deceased Second and final
date
account presented for allowance by
Golden Rod Chapter of Rockland.
I desires, this orchestra will become a
EDWARD F CLEMENT late of War Edwin R Edwards. Ear
Refreshments were served by Mrs.
permanent musicial institution, re ren. deceased Stuart C Burgess of ESTATE JOSEPH H MELVIN. Ute of
Rockland was appointed Admr. April Rockland, deceased
First and final
Madolln Spear, Mrs. Bertha Scekins,
plenishing It yearly with new ma 16 1940, and qualified by filing bond account presented for allowance by
Mrs. Carrie Carroll and Mrs. Doro
on same date
Ollford
B
B-xtler.
Exr
terial.
WILLIAM A BESSEY. late of Union
ESTATE IRVfNO T STANLEY. Ute
thea Young. The next meeting will
• • • •
deceased. Roscoe M Bessey of Union of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
be at thc home of Mrs. Dorothy
was
appointed
Admr
,
April
16.
1940.
Percy Graincr, pianist, and The
Administration, asking that Alden A.
without bond.
Stanley
of
RockUnd.
or
some other
Libby and Mrs. Blanche Vose, Mrs.
Curtis String Quartet, will be the WILLIAM Y PIPER late of Warren suitable person be appointed Admr.,
without
bond.
Margaret Lakeman. Mrs. Leah
dreeased
Lois
P.
Cassens
of
Rockland
guest participants at the third an
was appointed Admx , April 16. 1940
ESTATE FRED 8. MACOMBER. late
Davis and Mrs. Libby were appoint
nual Chamber Music Festival to be without bond.
of Rockland, deceased
Pe ltlon for
Administration
DBN, asking that S.
WTLLIAM
W
LIGHT
late
of
Wash

ed to serve as a refreshment com
held Oct. 11-13 in Birmingham, Ala.
Arthur Macomber of RockUnd. or soma
ington.
deceased
Herbert
B
Cunning
• • • •
mittee.
ham of Washington was appointed other suitable person, be appointed
From the Embree Concert Serv Admr. AprU 16. 1940. and qualified by Admr. D B N.. without bond.
Mrs. Hazen E. Cook (Dorothy
filing bond on same date
ESTATE ORRIN AUGUSTUS V/KLIIce, Inc., New York City, comes
Wallace) who was recently mar
ALEXANDER FULLER, late of Union, MAN. Ute of Rockport, deceased. Peti
tion
for License .to Sell certain Real
deceased.
R
Bliss
Fuller
of
Union
was
word that Rockland was cited re
ried. was honored at a surprise
appointed Admr., April 16, 1940. with Estate, situated ln Rockport, and fully
Bing Crosby, Gloria Jean and El Brendel in Universal’s
described ln said Petition, presented by
cently in a survey as one of a group out bond.
shower party Tuesday night at tlie
"If I Had My Way."—adv.
WILLIAM A. GASTON, late of Bos Jerome C Burrows, Admr.
of cities and towns which have es
home of Miss Marie Clark. She was
ESTATE ELMER E SIMMONS, late
ton Mass. deceased
John Gaston of
tablished
themselves
as
trade
and
New
York. N Y.. and John K Howard of Rockland, deceased First and final
presented with many attractive
New songs performed in the ir- and "Little Gray Home in the West"
and Roger Amory, both of Boston. account presented for allowance by
culture centers, independent of Mass, were appointed Exrs.. April 16 Edna 8 Look and C. Wlnnlfred Spauld
gifts, the evening was spent social resistible Crosby manner, the second a solo by Gloria; "April Played the
1940. and qualified by filing bond on ing, Executrices.
larger neighboring cities.
ly. The guests were Misses Eleanor appearance of the gifted songbird, 1 Fiddle." by Bing and the Six Hits
same date.
Alan L. Bird of Rock
ESTATE WILLIAM A LUCE, UKe of
land was appointed Agent ln Maine.
Seeber, Harriette and Leah Tillson, Gloria Jean, and the addition of and a Miss, and Eddie Leonard singRockport, deceased
First account pre
sented for allowance by Frank H. In
LUCY
E
WINCHENBACH.
late
of
time the pastor will give the fifth Thomaston, deceased Everett O Win graham. Admr. d b n., c t.a.
Marilyn Miller, Mildred Rich, Edna five of the most famous of old-time ' ing his always remembered "Ida”
talk on "The Bible and its Christ." chenbach of Thomaston was appointed
ESTATE JOHN PASCAL Ute of Rock
Ranta, Charlotte Welch, Ida Olson, vaudevillians are promised in Uni- and Blanche Ring singing her unExr., AprU 16. 1940. and qualified by port. deceased.
First account pre
“The Doctor Takes A Wife," star filing bond April 18. 1940.
versal's new offering. "If I Had My forgettable "Rings on My Fingers"
Joyce Whitehill and Orace Davis.
sented for allowance by Frank H. In
graham.
Admr.
dbn.,
c.ta.
LUCY
H.
WALSH,
late
of
Rockland,
ring
Loretta
Young
and
Ray
MilWay."
starring
Crosby
and
Gloria
;
with
the
Six
Hits
and
a
Miss.
Sandra Lynne, daughter of Mr.
deceased Ensign Otis of Rockland was
ANNIE M. WTLLIAMB, Ute
land will play at the Comique The appointed Admr. C.T.A.. April 18. 1940 of ESTATE
The picture centers around Bing
and Mrs. Karl Stetson, celebrated Jean. Sunday. Monday and Tuesday.
Vinalhaven. deceased
Petition for
qualified by filing bond April 22. administration asking that Wilbur F.
atre on Sunday and Monday. To and
In the matter of tuneful melodies, and Brendel who "adopt'' Gloria
her first birthday anniversary Wed
1940
Coomhs, Jr. of Vinalhaven or some
day's program includes the double
nesday afternoon with a party. The eight songs are to be heard. These' when her father is killed in an acALFRED K LUDWTG. late of Thom other suitable person be appointed ad
deceased.
Mary L. Skay of ministrator without bond
feature, Jackie Cooper in “Seven aston,
young guests were presented small are "Meet the Sun Half Way," "I i cident. The trio ultimately find
Union was appointed Admx., April 16.
Witness. HARRY E. WILBUR. Inquire
1940.
and
quallflcd
by filing bond May Judge of Probate Count for Knox
teen"
and
Gene
Autry
'
in
"Rovin'
Haven't
Time
to
be
a
Millionaire,"
'
themselves
in
possession
of
a
cafe
j
,
.
,.
.
,
j
celluloid animals as favors and the
i
They're together! Two of Tilmdom's favorite stars, Jane Withers and
1. 1940.
County. Rockland. Maine.
dainty lunch was served from the and “Pessimistic Character.' per-j in which Bing and Gloria furnish Gfnc Autry ge, t0Kethcr in -shooting High,” the action-packed 20th Tumbledweeds."
Attest:
Attest:
citAnt.Fr. l veazie
e»CHARIjn L VEAZIE,
table bearing as ft centerpiece a formed ;v; duet', by Iling and Gloria; ( thc entertainment aided by the five Ceiilury Fix film. They ride, they shoot, anil how they sing. TTiere will
Register.
Register,
flilbsertbe
to
The
(Wler-nanette
"If
,
Had
My
Way,
'
a
soln
by
Crosby
i
tamous
ex-V&Udevillians,
adv.
bea
opeotol
chlWren's
matinee
Monday
at
4
V,
M.
—
Hl
feats,
—
adv,
'
f
54-S-6O
Ift-autitul birthday cake decorated in
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Baptist Concert

OClETY

The

Handsome New Paramount

Choral Society of Gardi
ner Joins Thomaston
Singers In Recital

/A
“s. /S

Tel. 2228 '

Friends of Joseph Robinson who
is in Knox Hospital with the joy
of having his appendix removed,
will be glad to learn that he is pro
gressing finely.

Choral

ert
A

UDA O CHAMFNEY
Correspondent
££££

Tlie concert Wednesday night in
the auditorium of thc Thomaston
Baptist Church was an outstanding
event. Tlie combined choruses of
the Gardiner Choral Society and
Invitations are at hand announc thc Thomaston Baptist Choral So
ing the Andover-Newton Theologi- j ciety gave Inspirational renditions
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Smith, Mrs. cal School's Commencement, Sun- of several of the world s great choral
George Jackson and Roland Smith j day to Wednesday, June 2-5, at works. About 50 voices were heard
recently visited Mrs. Jackson's 1 Newton Centre, Mass
under the capable direction of Mrs.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Mary Ellen Walker, daughter of Zilphaetta B. Potter of Gardiner.
Preeman, in tSouth Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. George Walker, 12 The soloists acquitted themselves
Brewster street, celebrated her 11th in a manner which delighted their
Sunshine Society meets Monday
birthday anniversary with a party hearers. Thc Little Symphony Or
with Mrs. Lena Merrill.
at the home of her parents. Her chestra. Luther A. Clark, played
guests were Muriel Harlow, Irene three selections, one of which was
W.I.N. Club met Thursday night
Olson, Almeda Smith, Colleen Pry at the offering.
for cards and late luncheon, at the
and Madeline iRubenstein. Gaines
The following program was given:
home of Mrs. Gardner French.
were played and refreshments were O-chestra
Mrs. Clinton Barbour. Mrs. Leland
Choral Onwird Ye Peoples.
Sibelius
served.
(a) Trade Winds
Kerl
Drinkwater and Mrs. Charles Scho
(b) Sweet, Song of Long Ago. Charles
field had high scores.
. '
William T Smith, Jr . baritone
I The Chamber of Commerce Aux-

Miss Paddock, of Blue Hill, has
been In this city, making arrange
ments with Mrs. C. P. Snow, for ?
display of Rowan’rei Pottery at
■'Montpelier," earl> in June. Tlie
gift shop at 'Montpelier” opc.is
May 30.

ROCKPORT

This And That

Miss Dorothy Burns, who has
been employed in Philadelphia dur
ing thc winter, is expected to ar
By K. S. P.
rive home Sunday.
Motoring
through she will be joined at Boston
by Miss Matilda Nusbaum for the
Por thc last 25 years pressure
remainder of the trip.
groups have kept thc air alive with
all sorts of propaganda, probably, Miss Lillian Wilson, youngest
_ , .
thinking "Every little grievance dau»»‘" °f Mr and Mrs Ra‘Ph
has a meaning all Its own" and wllso1’' **
111 from “ attack
the associations of what-nots, of ,he grippe
School Associations. Women's Fed- I At thc 11 a m. service of woreratior.s and many other sources ship Sunday at the Baptist Church
that are costing this government Bev. c v Overman will use as his
far more than the good resulting, subject "The Superman
Church
It's become too many wheels with- School at 12 noon; Y P.S CE. meetin wheels for the best good of all i di8 a^ ® oclock; with Miss Mary
the orders, every one of which has Reed in charge; evening service at
its work to do and could be of the ,7 p. m.
greatest help if subjects were bet-| 'Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett
ter digested before they are put and Mrs. Charles F. Ingraham
went Friday to Manchester, N. H.,
out for dire need.
• • • •
to spend the weekend as guests of
Thc winds, lace makers In the
and Mrs Everett LlbbY'
trees. Now trees are busy filling) 31
Trytohelp clul) will meet
their brandies with amber buds , 'Monday night at thc home of Mrs.
Edltli Overlook.
that by June 1 will be leaves.
Mrs. Mabfl Withee with Mrs. Inez
• • • •
_
.
, .h. .
„ Crosby of Camden and Mrs O. Lou
Repeated comment during tlie
' . _
m
... r, . r, Pressey of Patten left Thursday on
recent convention of the D A R
. ...............
J „
.
, ,
,
, a motor trip with Washington, D.
has taken note of tlie fact that this _
.
.. ......
C. as their destination. Mrs. Withee
historic organization Is again In
1 is having a vacation from her dubetter favor than it was a few years
j ties at the Camden National Bank.
ago.
Mrs. Arthur Berry, who has been
a medical patient at Community
Oeorgc Herbert, the great philoso
Hospital, has returned to her home
pher, said “Scorn no man s love
on Spear street.
though of a mean degree. Love Is
J Tlie Knox County Circuit League
a present for a mightie king." And
will meet Wednesday night at the
one would add. "Dive puts strength | Methcd it Cliurch. The prograin.
into one's heart and makes all
at 7 30 win eonslsl 0,
duties, all hardships, all difficulties da,
and # one.ad p,ay {n_
more easy and long, hard days UUed „It „ Mwc
tQ ohc
shortcr'
) Than T Receive" with Ernest
• • • •
Crockett,, Orris Burns, Jr., Helena
Today there are 549 mutual savings Upham and Caroline Burns taking
banks in the United States with 347 part. Gaines will follow,
m the six New England States alone. stated meeting of Harbor Light
\* * •
j Chapter OES. will be held TuesBuried in full dress 3 000 years day night, followed
by rehearsal,
ago. the body of a chieftain was Mrs. Elsie Hawkins and Mrs. Madiscovered recently In a tree trunk lion Ingiabam will be in charge of
coffin, weighing lour tons, near the picnic supper tobe served at 6
Castleton. England.
I o'clock and Mrs Nina Carroll and
• • • •
) Mrs Marion Richards will serve as

How Lovely Is Thy Dwell

ing.
Brahms
1 iliary met Thursday at the home
Mr and Mrs. Richard Snow, of
(a I Dedication.
Franz
j cf Mrs. F. A. Tirrell, the president,
(bl Top o' the Morning. Mena Zuoca
Worcester, Mass., have been spend
Mrs
Faith
W
Brown,
mezzo.
Rockland
' Mrs. Charles A. Emery, presiding.
Violoncello Evening Star.
Wagner
ing the week with Mr. and Mrs.
Other officers filling their stations
Mrs Anna Clifford of friendship
Harold Leach, Chestnut street.
Soprano
duets
Rockland is the pleased possessor of a most attractive new restaurant—The New Paramount—as modern as
I were, vice president, Mrs. Cleve(aI Serenade,
Shubert
tomorrow’s sunrise and well worth a personal inspection.
(b) Carmena.
8cott-WIlson
1
land
Sleeper,
Jr.;
secretary,
Mrs.
President and Mrs. Everett C.
Mlsa Alice Scott. Mbs Florence
of Gardiner
Herrick of Andover-Newton Theo I Harold Savage and treasurer, Mis. Orchestra—Moodv
ANDERSON CAMP INVITES
Indian Love Song
SOUTH THOMASTON
logical School are ofl for thc North i L. A. Thurston. Plans were dis- Chorals
Tlie Memorial Day committee of
(1) Weep No More
Detts
I
cussed
for
a
June
tea
with
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Beryl Pierson of
ern Baptist Convention at Atlantic
(b) Piter Patter.
Kelly Anderson Camp, Sons cf Union
Wollaston. Mass., called on friends
(a) Wlier’ere You Walk.
Handel,
City, with stops in New York for Tirrell in charge. These chairman
ibi still wte die Nacht
Bohm! Veterans Of the Civil War. extend
here Saturday.
a meeting of the Board of Educa [ appointments were made, calling,
Byron A Knowlton, baritone
an invitation to tlie following pa- ,
i
Mrs.
K.
C.
Rankin,
membership,
Orche-tra Serenade
tion, and other meetings. Mrs.
Miss Elizabeth Till has returned
Choral—Alleluia Amen.
Handel' triotic organizations to participate
Herrick has been much engaged of J Mrs. G. L. St. Clair. The Chamber
from a visit in Kentucky.
Thc
excellent
accompanists
were
1
in
the
Memorial
Day
exercises,
and
late giving her lecture on “Bells" auxiliary, a new venture, is already Mrs. Staples and Mrs. Moody of. to attend Memorial services at tlie
The Beano Oang met Wednesday
to the great satisfaction and de well organized and plans a busy
evening with Mrs. Elizabeth Mit
Gardiner.
Llewellyn
Oliver
of
M.
E.
Church
Sunday,
May
26:
All
season.
light of her many friends.
chell.
Friendship, Mrs. Strout and Russell affiliated bodies of the Grand Army, ,
I Ralph Ulmer Camp. Spanish War j Thc American Red Cross has or
The date being the birthday of
Thc Rug Club met with Mrs Young.
Mrs. Millie Thomas was hostess
A generous collection was received Veterans: and Auxiliary. Winslow- dered Wayne Chatfield Taylor, head Mrs. Annie Dennison she was given
to E.F.A. Club Wednesday after Rodney Weeks at Ash Point for
following an announcement of Its' Holbrook Post, American Legion 1 of its European mission, to proceed a shower of Birthday Cards and
noon. Mrs Lizzie French and Mrs. luncheon and weaving Friday.
purpose by Rev. Mr Perron. An ap- and Auxiliary; and Sons of World 1 to Brussels immediately from Gene- . handkerchiefs. The table was beauCora Smith won bridge honors.
Mrs. James A. Moore is visiting preciative audience consisted of War Veterans, Huntley-Hill Post va to map out an American Red | tifully decorated with a inay-poie
Buffet lunch was served.
in Portland.
townspeople and out of town visi Veterans cf Foreign Wars and Cross relief program for Belgium, j with streamers of colored paper
tors with a large representation Auxiliary, National Guard. Rock
Mrs. Arthur Hyler and daughter.
Simultaneously the British Red leading to Maybaskets at each cover.
Mrs. Bernice Wolcott who has from the Rubinstein Club of Rock land Fire Department, Boy and Oirl
Harriette who have been visiting
Cross was-asked by cable to pur- Sandwiches, a decoated birthday
been visiting in Lawrence, Mass., land.
Scouts and school children; and chase $50,009 worth of the most ur ' cake, assorted cakes and coffee were
relatives and friends in Rockla.id
has
returned home.
Police Department.
and vicinity, returned Thursday to
gently needed hospital and medical served. The color scheme was the
A. W. Thomas, Chairman
Anderson Auxiliary, S.U.V. met'
their home ln Bcllerica, N. Y.
supplies for rush shipment to the spring colors of green, yellow and
Mrs. Nicholas J. Brogan and
Wednesday night. Supper chair- j
Belgian and Netherland Red Cross pink. Mrs. Lucie Allen received
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd entertained daughter Miss Alice Lymburner of man was Mrs. Betty Vinal. At the j The Woman's Auxiliary of St. Societies.
highest score and Mrs. Frances Nor
members of Wednesday Eve Club Portland were recent visitors in this meeting a Joint Memorial service Peter's Church will hold a special
Previously the American Red ton the travel prize.
at cards. Miss Anne McLaughlin city.
was conducted by the Camp and meeting. Monday night at 7.30 in Cross was asked by cable to pur
Mrs. Maynard Dean and son Lau
won high honors, and Mrs. J. F.
There will be a meeting of Wins Auxiliary. Mrs Doris Ames assist- the Undercroft. Plans will be made chase $50,000 worth of the most ur rence of Portland were in town last
Burgess was second, thc travel prize
low - Holbrook Auxiliary Sewing j ed by Mrs. Herman Winchenbaugh for entertaining thc district aux gently needed hospital and medical week repairing their home and mak
going to Mrs. L. B Cook.
] and Edw. Muilen. Members of the iliaries May 28.
supplies for rush shipment to the ing it ready for the Summer.
Circle Monday afternoon at Legion
When Chicago installed motor- cn,er,aiinncnt committee.
Camp present, I. L. Cross, Bert'
-------Belgian and Netherland Red Cross
Miss Marjorie Sleeper went Sat
hall
at
1.30.
Junior Harmony Club held ail en
driven
fire-fighting equipment a
Sunday services at the Methodist
Thomas, Edw Mullen. Herbert Hig- j NORTH HAVEN
urday to Boothbay where she has
Societies.
joyable meeting Thursday night, at
fire alarm had to be turned in. in Cburch
bt^ln *ilh Church
gins
and
Rev
H.
R.
Winchenbaugh.
Mrs.
Ruth
(Curtis)
Novlk.
former
Previously the American Red employment as pastry cook at the
Monday will be a busy day- for
tlie home of Miss Beverly Merchant,
order
to
get
horses
to
leave
certain
Scbc
°
l
at
10
oclock;
morning worMembers of the Auxiliary are to , ly of Rockland, arrived last week Cross had announced a cash con By-Way Ihn.
the hostess serving refreshments Ruth Mayhew Tent. The activities
llre houses to make way for thc new
p at 11
Rcv P E' SmlUl
meet
at
Orand
Army*ha!l
Sunday,
from
Sweden
and
came
to
North
tribution of $100,000 to thc Belgian
Mrs. Eva Sleeper went to Boston
These program numbers were given: begin ln the forenoon when a rum
enginc
vsing as his sermon-subject “He
Vocal solo. "Old Black Joe,” Poster. J mage sale, with Maude Cables in Maj' 26. to attend memorial services Haven to spend a period of time with ! Red Cross, including 49 ambulances Friday to attend the w edding of her
« • . .
i Will Baptize Ycu with Fire;" eveat tlie ‘Methodist Church. A food her mother. Mrs. Jennie Tolman For aud a number ol field ambulances cousin Miss Ruth Sullivan.
Pauline
Havener,
accompanL.t. charge, will be conducted. Tlie
A woman motorist was charged ninJ
at 7_p m . subject "Not
sale is to be held June 1 and a the present Mrs. Novik's husband is which are being purchased in the
Joseph Norton oi Brighton. Mass,
Shelby Glendenning. current events. afternoon will be given over to
a Cent in his Pocket and Yet he
I
I
with
parking
her
car
too
long
out

plant and bulb sale, soon, date not! in Sweden ln the employ of the United States. To date the Ameri- was in Town recently to make re
Gloria Witham; vocal solo, "Flowers beano with Inez Packard, chair
was Rich." Tlie hour for thc mid
side a large store.
yet announced.
Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Co. of ' can Red Cross has placed orders pairs on his home here.
~ '
Awake," Warner. Barbara Lassell, man. offering the usual line of care
|
Akron.
Ohio.
'. she said, "I just flew in to week sendee cn Thursday night
, tor 150 air-conditioned ambulances
Forget-Me-Not Chapter O.ES. buyBut
Mrs. Noyes, accompanist; piano j fully selected awards. Mrs. Pris
a colander and It took me only ■has bcrn chansrd from 7 “> 7 30
Tlie
Woman
’
s
Association
of
the
Thc Grange reports the proceeds and 100 auxiliary hospital trucks held a game party at the home of
solo. “Sonatina dements,” Ruth ( cilla Smith is chairman of the
At tilts week's meeting of the
Congregational Church met ln the from the dance of May 10 about ’ for use in Belgium, the Netherlands Mrs. Eva Sleeper Tuesday evening a minute."
Emery, Junior dub Song. After ( regular membership supper at 6 A
"Im
sorry.
Madam,
but
ycur
alibi
'
r
°°
P
°f Tr°°P «<• Boy
vestry
Wednesday
afternoon,
for
823. Another dance will be held I and other war zones in Europe.
One table of contract, three tables
the program, the members indulged short form meeting will be held at
will not Hold water; said lhe magis- Sc0U‘s' al the homc of thc scouttheir annual meeting and election May 17.
7,
so
not
to
interfere
with
a
well
Mr. Taylor, who talked to national of auction and games of Chinese lratc
in some group singing, which won
| master. Rev. C. V. Overman, the
planned memorial service In the of officers Reports of the various
Foy Brown has recently launched headquarters by trans-Atlantic tele checker^ were enjoyed. Honors in
a hand from those "listening in".
,
.
,
,
[ Rockport Community Men's Club
committees showed a profitable
him motor boat "J. D." and Is ready phone this morning, will proceed to .contract went to Mrs. Emily Ste
Those to appear on the next pro- j hall at 8 o'clock by dispensation of
"Faith
ls
a
certain
image
of
eterW“S or«anlaFd fcr th* PurP°»
year closed with a balance on hand.
‘ Brussels via Paris where be also vens and Mrs. Nellie Howard. Hon
for his summer business.
gram are, Georgia Stevens, Sylvia the Department President, Mrs.
sponsoring thc Scout troop. FicdThe newly elected officers are:
nily.
All
things
are
present
to
it,
Ella
Henderson
of
Milo.
The
pro

Adams. Elaine Glendenning. Evelyn
' erfek F. Richards was elected presi
Mr. and Mrs. P L. Crockett have will ascertain the needs of the j ors in auction were won "by Mrs.
things past and things to come,
gram follows: March, officers; President. Mrs. Vanessa Cowan;
dark and Lillian Johnson.
moved
to their summer residence at French Red Cross. Mr. Taylor had ' Aurelia Ripley. Mrs. Marion Linddent and Maurice Miller, secretary
vice
presidents.
Mrs.
Harriet
Frost.
said
good
Jeremy
Taylor.
march. Memorial staff; invocation,
just returned to Geneva, headquar- I sey, Mrs. Elizabeth Mitchell. ConsoCrabtree
Point.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wen

and treasurer. Tlie Club Ls open
Mrs. Lou Emery, Mrs. Dorothy Bird
Prepare Arabian dishes in your Chaplain; floral offering, S.V.P.
dell Howard are occupying the ( tors of the League of Red Cross So- lations went to Miss Mary Bartlett.
j
, .
,
for membership to anyone Interestand
Mrs
Marjorie
Cummings;
sec

Corduroy ls deservedly popular on . ,
| cieties, from Poland where he had Mrs. Lotta Crowley, and Mrs Arown kitchen—first of a series of and J.VP.; march. Memorial staff;
,
cd In Uie troop.
retary. Mrs Irma Anderson; treas Crockett residence at the village. I been supervising thc distribution of line Hopkins.
23d
Psalm;
solo,
Jennie
Pictroski;
thc
campus
for
sport
wear
and
on
i
,
recipes cf " Round thc World Cook
,
The B:ip!lst ladles Circle mrt
Mrs. Nettie Wooster, Vinalhaven
urer, Mrs. Coricc Leach; hospitality,
march
with
flags;
address,
Rev
furniture,
ship
cushions
and
pil,
,,
.
....
i
American
Red
Cross
relief
supplies.
Honors at Chinese checkers were . „
ing" appearing in the Food Alma
is visiting at the home ol her daugh
.... v,
'
Wednesday at the home of Mr , LoHerman Winchenbaugh; Hymn; Mrs. Mabelle Spear; finance. Mrs.
into hats, blouses and
c, ...
...
...
.
Knox County, in common with won by Mrs. Annie Dennison. Mrs. lows. It goes
nack in thc American Weekly Maga
ter.
Mrs.
Chester
Dyer.
„
,,
.
,
ana Sbibles. Next week Mrs. A T.
flag salute; remarks and quota Edith Bird; circle suppers. Mrs.
trousers.
No
other
material
is
so
„.
..
,
i every community in these United Helen Rackliffc and Miss Louise ..
zine with thc May 19th Boston
, .
. ..
, ,
(Carroll will be hostess for an afttions; solo; benediction, Rev. Mr. Lola Smith; church aid, Miss Char Senior Plays
I States, is proud to be co-operating Butler. The cake presented by Mrs. popular today In the school room prnoon sfsslon
Sunday Advertiser.
•
60"lt
Winchenbaugh; hymn; march, of lotte Buffum; relief sewing. Mrs.
_______
Under auspices of the Senior Class I in the effort which makes possible Dennison was won by Mrs. Arlinc or on thc street.
• • • •
ficers and members. The president Harris Cram. The four vice presi of North Haven High School a fine ) the splendid work being done by Hopkins. A substantial sum was
Reasonably priced yet intensely
This is a day for faith in prayer , WASHINGTON
of Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V.. has dents will have charge of missions, program was presented ln K. of P. the American Red Cross. To pro
raised for the order.
practical gifts of electrical home
Issued a call for all officers to oc mite boxes, flowers and teas. The hall Friday night. Cakes and ice vide the sinews of prompt relief the
and Ood may dwell far. yet faith 1 Mrs Fdith A Ovwlock who was
equipment arc available In very wide
at Grand Army hall Sunday at 2.30 flower committees for the summer cream were on sale and the following National organization has asked
Augusta during thc winter has
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary will and prayer brings Him near. He
assortment at the Central Maine
for practice and Instructions for arc: June, Mrs Sarah Snow; July, program was presented:
will
link
His
power
with
prayers
off,cll
'™«
’d homc for the summer,
$10,090,000 be contributed immedi serve Its last public t-upper of the
Power Co. store in the Thorndike
the memorial service to be held Mrs. Emily Stevens; August. Mrs.
ered
to
Him
If
one
ls
ln
earnest
and
'
*^
r
*
Arno Bartlett and s- ’s spent
Modern
radio
skit
—
Announcer.
R.
ately
Knox
County's
share
is
$3,000
season
Saturday
night
from
5
to
7
at
Hotel Building. Make the home
Joseph Emery and Mrs. Charles Bloom; sound effect man, George
Monday night.
Sunday with her daughter in AuAU persons are urged to send their Legion hall, Mrs. Hazel Haskell, He will save the world.
work easier and the home folks
Emery; September, Mrs. Vina Young; Cecil B. Vanilla. Keith Bev
• • • •
RUStS.
contributions at once, either to The chairman.
happier. Glf^s daintily wrapped.
A lot of the folks spoken of as Graves and Miss Anne Blacking erage; "Shakespearean Hash," cast,
Delinllions of school boys:
I Mr a,,d Mr»- Donald Campbell
Courier-Gazette or to the Knox
57-8-63
"odd" are merely different enough ton; October, Mrs. Harriet Frost. Richard Waterman. Lewis Ifaski 11.
"Atom Is the place where tilings
passed Sunday at Crystal
County Chapter Amrican Red Cross. H. E. Keywood,
5.00
to be about a century In advance Delicious refreshments were served Pauline Thayer. Bobble Crowell.
are blown to.”
. ^ke.
All donations will be listed In these Capt. and Mrs. S. H. Wall,
2.00
of the thoughts of the dolts who during the social hour which fol Grace Beverage and Francis Brown.
"Insulators are people who insult
------------------columns. Contributions;
5.00
Lela Haskell,
Sunday and Monday
lowed, the hostesses were Mrs. John
other people."
I Tbc ■’’harper the tongue, tlie dull
thus apralse them.
Quartet, with two guitars—Wil
2500
$25.00 Mrs. A. S. Littlefield,
Pomeroy, Mrs. Emily Stevens. Mrs. liam Hopkins, Shirley Gillis, Pauline Mrs. Louis H. Wardwell,
er the understanding.
500
Dorothy Bird and Miss Charlotte Thayer and Donald Stone. Volga H. P. Blodgett,
Some
20
years
ago
the
United
$72 00
J. M. R„
5 00
Total,
Buffum.
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
Boatmen scene: Harold Joyce, Lewis
States awakened to find that liquor
Mrs. Helen Waltz
Haskell, Victor Beverage, Emery
and beer had been taken away. If
They’re tlie season's
and
Hopkins and Oeorge Young. Escape
conditions continue as they arc to
Miss
Marion
Wallace
SING-SATIONS!!
from handcuffs, Keith Beverage.
day one may look for a similar
Are Now Amoeiated With
Visit
to
dressing
room
of
famous
ComiquE
awakening in another few years.
Payson’s Beauty Salon
escape artist. Bobbie Crowell. The
Liquor and beer were restored to 73 PARK ST..
.
/CROSBY^not KLAND. ME.
guest stars, Richard Bloom. Pauline
this nation with tlie solemn as58-60
THEATRE
To have been lhe general contractor and
GLORIA JEAN
Thayer and Keith Be'erage. Inter
surancc that laws would keep thc
viewer. Scene in Art Oallery. Thel
underworld at bay. The fact rcsupervising builders of
ma Parsoi* Sextet dressed as col
j mains that It has taken only seven
ored folks: Richard Bloom, Pauline
years to swing into extreme drink
Thayer, William Hopkins, Dorothy
rules W1NN1NGER
ing. an era that makes thp pie-proII BRENDri.
—*
Thayer, Grace Beverage, Donald
| liibltion era seem very mild Indeed.
Stone.
What with drunken drivers ar.d wo

“No Blackout
Of Mercy”

+

WE ARE JUSTLY PROUD

Church Notes

Children's Matinee Monday t P.M.
10 Cents

T uesday-W ednesday
...

BV WIISTAK*
„ Po.on.o.^

...

1
CHARLIE RUGGLES

JANICE LOGAN

A MW UHtVtMAL filCTUKI

You’D be remembering these
sing-sations:

"Meet the Sun ttalfway”
"I Haven’t Time To Be a
Millionaire"
"Pessimistic Character”
"If I Had My Way"
“April Played the Fiddle"
NOW PLAYING
“ABE LINCOLN IN ILLINOIS"

with
RAYMOND MASSEY

TODAY

Strand
1
PARK
"YUKON FLIGHT’
with JAMES NEWILL

Shows: Mat. 2: five. «.15 and St5
Continuous Saturday ? IS to IO IS
Sunday Mat jl— Daylight Time

On Sunday morning the pulpit of
North Haven Baptist Church will
be occupied by Prof. Marion Brad- I
shaw of the Bangor Theological
Seminary. Morning worship at 11; |
the choir will sing; Sunday school at j
10; young people’s meeting at 6.43
and at 7.20 Prof. Bradshaw will
give an illustrated address on "India
and the Hlmllaya Mountains."

MATINICUS
Oladys Young of Bar Harbor Is ;
spending a few days with her par
ents. Mr. and" Mrs. Judson Young.
Dorian Ames and Wiliner Ames
have returned from Albion.
Many cases of leprosy were found
recently amonq natives of Couth
Africa
za

THE NEW
PARAMOUNT
RESTAURANT

Under orders of the owners we strived to pro
duce the most attractive and thoroughly mod
ern restaurant possible to build. .

May success attend this new enterprise and
justify the faith of its proprietors in this
community.

IDEAL EQUIPMENT CO.
LISBON STREET,

LEWISTON, ME.

men at the open bars, the outlook
is not high.
• • • •
If civilization should completely
fall as these dreadful wars in the
world today point that It might,
what ls to happen? Are those who
are left to revert to the ways of
the Stone Age man. Orly recentlj
there was discovered a tribe of
some 69,000 natives ln New Guinea,
not one of whom had ever before
seen a white man. yet these na
tives were good farmers and seemed
to understand conservation of soil,
even If they had not passed the
Stone Age. The responsibility of
scientists ln this country is vastly
increased by the wars and one
should double every effort of re■.eiiiTh lest, as Kipluii' so aptly tald,
la-st we forget,"

The Shop Of
Distinction
I eaturing
PERMANENTS
THAT PLEASE
Mrs. Helen Waltz and
Miss Marion Wallace
are now associated with this shop

PAYSONS’
BEAUTY SALON
73

PARK ST..

TEL. 1878

Ample Parking Spare
i ■ian, i£

\
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J ciinc Derry, Rutli Levcnsclcr, Leali
Fuller, Ida Mae Dondis, Julia MurLincoln County Superior Court
-------- #
! ray. Sarah Marsh, Alma Stinson,
Lecture On Wild Flowers Gladys Rokes. Mary Avery, Pauline opened Tuesday with Justice Ray
Mrs. Smith, Congres
Heard By 1000 Garden McWilliams, Beulah Allen. Emily mond Fellows presiding. Court of
sional Nominee, Sat In
Club
Members
Cram, Lilia Howes, Josephine Rice, ficials ln attendance Included. C. A.
Just how right the captain was
No. 47
i the pioneering young captain took
House When Roosevelt
_____
I
Jane Beach, Mabel Spear. Sarah Richards of Damariscotta, clerk; J.
“If I were a few years younger the Jessie and started his first pas- in his venture may be judged from
Spoke
At Cony High School in Augusta, Snow. Vine Oraves, Mary Southard, Blenn Perkins, Jr., of Boothbay Har.
...
senger and freight enterprise, Rock- the fact that in 1900 Merryconeag
I’d run a steamboat line trom
land to Port Clyde and Friendship. was entirely unable to handle the
Margaret Chase Smith, widow cf Thursday over 1,000 members of the Anne Blackington, Mary Avery. And bor. county attorney; Ralph W.
Rockland .0 Northeast Harbor and T)lis was trajl biazjng with a ven- volume and he brought out Mineola,
from the Mt. Battocks Nature Club Miller of Waldoboro, sheriff and
the late Congressman Clyde H. Garden Club Federation enjoyed a
What our lightkeepers and
to Maude Smith, Louise Duff, Mar- Fred L. Wilson of Portland, stenog
I’d make it pay, too”, Capt. Ed geance if establishing a water route built to his specifications at Port
roastguardsmen are doing to
Sjnith, arrived in Washington lecturt on wild flowers with lantern
George
A.
Aiken
of
j
tba Gardner, Carolyn Jameson, Elsa rapher; Rev. Henry W. Webb of
Clyde.
Three
years
later,
with
Archibald told the Steamboat Edi- can be so labelled, but he had the
siit'es by Gov
protect coastwise shipping by
Thursday after her successful pri
Wiscasset was chaplain.
day
and
by
night.
The
day
’
s
Aiken,
who
was
inSonntag.
Vermont.
Go'
tor Tuesday in the course of an in- -----------------------------------------------mary campaign. She was accorded
The Grand Jury began their de
news from many lonely out
troduced by Mrs. Clarence S. Bev
tensely interesting visit. If any
, the somewhat unusual privilege of
posts along Maine's waterfront.
liberations. Fifty-four new mat
erage. preside,!’, of the Garden Club GEORGES RIVER RD.
! admission to the House of Repre- I
one on the Maine coast can speak
ters were entered on the Docket and
Aino Anderson who is a surgical
1 sentatives to hear President Roosc- [ Federation, is thoroughly familiar
SEA LONGINGS
with authority it is this same Cap
court officials were of the opinion
[For The Courier-Gazette|
velfs special message Tills was in witn this subject as he has hau a patient at Knox Hospital is making that tlie term would extend at least
tain Archibald, for he has been by
The little ships at harbor
recognition of her present position ] wide experience in raising wild satisfactory recovery.
far the mast successful steamboat
! through next week.
Watch constantly changing tide
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Pease who
as ‘'Congresswoman-Elect," there! flowers for commercial use.
New divorce libels numbered 14
operator in several generations
Yearn In every rope and spar
To probe all the oceans wide
Following the lecture a reception bave
employed in Massachu- I and were as fonows: George 8
being no opponent to the office cf
and has owned and run success
Tossing wings In freedom's blare
Representative from the Maine Bee- was glven at the Blaine Mansion by [
for the past winter, an-ived oraffam vs. Ruth Eloise Graffam;
Chancing voyages anywhere
fully 15 different steamers, bring
ond
District
to
which
she
was
nomiJ
Mrs
'
Lewis
°
Barrows.
In
the
rehere
Sunday
and are guests of Mrs. Marian R Stevens vs. Arthur M
Must
we
content
with
Ashing
ing to that life work a full meed
In harbors all near at hand?
nated last Monday. The courtesy ceiving line with Gov and Mrs. Bar- pease's brother, Alfred Harjula, be- stevens;Winifred
L, Morton vs.
of rugged honesty, courage, skill
Never sailing coast lines uew
Swinging through waters green and was
accorded
through
Speaker
rows
were
Mrs.
Beverage.
Gov.
Aiken
j
orp
going
to
Belfast
for
tlie
$umHoward
S
Morton;
Jennie E. Wilful seamanship, habitual hard work
blue
Bankhead.
Congressman
Brewster
and
Miss
Lauia
B
Sanborn,
presi,
n€r
Seeking
romance
tor
captain
and
crew
liams
vs.
Gardner
T.
Williams; Eve
nnd above all, brains.
K. S F
of the Third District was assigned as ,dent of ,he Augusta Nature Club,
Robert Carey returned Sun- lyn F Alley vs. Aubry M Alley;
Born on the very eastern ex
Roekland.
her escort.
Mrs. Oeorge S Williams of Windsor. day from a (WQ weefcs, visJt ln Mas. Gwendolyn P. Monaco vs. William
tremity of Nova Scotia at OeysCAPE NEDDICK
Mrs. Smith, associated with her president of the Kennebec Valley Mchusetts
E. Monaco; Gladys F Burk vs. W
boro. Isaac Edson Archibald came
We recently rounded out ten husband during his two terms cf Oarden Club, und Mrs. Lucius D
Invitations have been received , Harold Burk; Margaret S. Stevennaturally by his uncanny mastery
years on the Island and celebrated service, is carrying on the work cf Barrows, Kennebec regional dlrec- frem Mr. and Mrs. William Parti- ! son vs. Maurice 8 Stevenson; Ida
of the sea, yet his father was a
the occasion with ice cream and the office as secretary until the spe tor of the Garden Club Federation nen of Monson to the wedding of , M. Tripp vs. Frederick E. Tripp;
farmer. Left fatherless at five, he
cake.
All in all it was a happy ten cial election of June 3. She will re Tea was served in the garden.
their daughter, Helm! Katherine to I Mabel F. McAbee vs. Robert Mccame with his widowed mother to
A silver tray was presented to Mrs.
years.
We have lost dear ones in main in Washington until accumu
Josepii Howard Larracey, on June 8 ' Abee; Amy L. Steele vs. Lester B.
Deer Isle where he received a rudi
our family in that time but that lated mall and general office rutine Barrows in behalf of the Federation. at the Monson Baptist Church. Steele; Gardner T. Williams vs.
mentary education before turning
can be cared for and then return to It was in the State dining room Miss Partlnen is a sister-in-law to Jennie E Williams; and R Marie
happens wherever one lives.
to the sea ln his early teens, first
Mrs Mabel F. Robinson of Bow Maine to campaign for nomination [ where the flower arrangement of Mrs. Eino Partlnen (Ida Harjula) Cloutier vs. Joseph A. Cloutier.
going mackerelllng in the vener
doinham
came to make us a visit for the regular primary of June 17, white tulips, white snapdragon and whose marriage took place last Au
able schooner Lillian M. Warren.
and stayed five weeks. When she when she hopes to be nominated for white stock arranged with bayberry gust.
son and Mrs. Frank Salo of Owl's
He was constantly on the water
were displayed in the larger pieces
left it was pretty lonesome 'round the two-year term, 1841-42.
Head; speech in English, Eino Hill
the next two decades halibutlng,5
Uno
Schilt,
son
of
HJalmar
Schllt
of the silver service salvaged from
here.
The
greates
difference
that
of
Long Cove; story, Mrs. Raita;
lobstering in all weathers and
lias opened a bakery at 5 Pleasant
the Battleship Maine.
Mr. Schllt haslP°*m’ Mrs Vllma Pilralnen of
I could see was the absence of talk , GLEN COVE
learning a super-intimate know- ’
Guests included the Misses Elea street. Rockland
at night. I can’t imagine what they
Thomaston; story, Mrs Joseph An
Miss Clara Fuller has been guest
ledge of the Maine coast in the
nor
Caldwell of New York City and j had many year's experience as a i derson ;song •■Whispering Hope,”
found every night to talk about, of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller this
rugged school of hard knocks, a
baker«"*«•
and his hls
many friends wish i
France de^endams
D°r°,hy 8nd
J°hn‘
Thackara of J.mo
Etretat, '
but talk they did!
past week.
training destined to stand him in
i him success ln his business.
Prance, descendants of Janies O
, Isen, accompanied on tlie organ by
We
had
a
lovely
letter
from
Mrs.
good stead in later years.
Blaine, who are students at Oak Mother's Day Service
i Mrs. Emma Johnson; poem. Mrs.
• • • •
Orville Guptill who was spending t Wass-LaVere
Grove School. Vassalboro. Students
the winter In New York with her
At the ho,ne of Mr and Mrs
Mother's Day was observed at the 'Jenny Anderson; song, Mrs. Salo;
His first boat was a sloop. Matini
son. Was very pleased to hear from [ E Woodward. Sunday Irwin Wass of Oak Grove played chamber mu Finnish Congregational Church last j speed), Emil Ruuska of Long Cove;
cus built, and named the Nereid '
of the Coast Guard. Kittery, and sic and assisted in serving.
Sunday with the following appro- story, Mrs. Pirttinen of Wollaston;
Strangely enough, four decades
her.
Miss Alice LaVere of West Lynn,
Cards from the Rockland Garden ' priate program, ln charge of 'Mrs. poem, written by John Wesa and
later Capt. Earle Starrett honored
Mr and Mrs. Willard Brown, their
Mass., were united in marriage by Club for admission to the reception Ellen Nelson: Singing by the audi- recited by Mrs. Piirainen; remarks
this first boat of Capt. Ed s when J
daughter and son-in-law Mr. and
Elder George Woodward. The bride and tea, were issued to Angelica ence; reading from the Bible and and song in Finnish, "My Mother's
he named his fine new diesel
Mrs. William E. Gardner and their
wore white crepe and carried tails-[ Glover. Ruth Ellingwood. Mabel prayer. Mrs Eva Raita of Friend- 'Bible,” Rev Samuel Nevala; benesteamer, now running on the Thom
two sons were recent visitors at our man roses Members of immediate; Spring. Ethel Lovejoy, Louise Orbe-jshlp; greetings by Mrs Ellen Nel- | diction. Rev Nevala Be lore and
aston-Monhegan line which he
station. It was' the first trip of
I their vouns sen William E who • i families
~ attended
Miss HazeI ton- Alice J»n>«on. Charlotte Buf- son; song, ln Finnish "Some Day ' after the program, coffee, cake and
bought from Captain Archibald.
This
character
study of ( apt I. E. Archibald, made Tuesday shows
mnn
.
hs
niri
H
p
stond the Woodward and Coleman Woodward Turn.
Katherine Haines. Maude the Silver Chord Will Break, Mrs coffee bread were served under tlie
The Nereid was shortly followed what is meant by "The years rest lightly on his shoulders
Still the "go- was three months old. He stood the
attended
the
couple
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Blodgett,
Mabel Rose, Harriett Nelson. IMrs. Esther Lunden, Mrs. direction of Mrs. Matilda Plkkaby Captain Archibalds first steam getter" he was in the 1900's.
trip fine and showed his dimples all
Wass. will reside in Wakefield. Mass. Frost. Lou Emery, Martha Wood. | Emma Johnson and Mrs Jenny rainin, and Mrs Ilmi Hill of East
er, the tiny Georgia, which he used :
------------------------------------------------- t the time he was here. Brother
Orace Lawrence, Merle Bartlett, Anderson; poem, Mrs. Uno Lalho Friendship and Mrs. Amalia Wickin lobster buying to the constema-‘
l0 do and above ifi, a vision. business increasing rapidly in spite "Jimmy" had his curls cut since
Subscribe to The Courier-Gasette Helen Lamb. Helen Jackson. Kath- of Union; song, Mrs. Joseph Ander- strom of Thomaston.
tion and later chagrin of all the' gome idea of the difficulties may of all competition, Capt. Archibald coming here last and It made him

An Unusual Honor

Court At Wiscasset

Gov. Aiken Spoke

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

older fishermen. It was during be gathered in that his first pay load had the satisfaction of seeing his look older, but still cute for his ;!
this time, while operating on a J was a box of soap to Friendship, flagship, the big. powerful Mon- nearly two years. By the way, their!
shoestring and the generous sweat 15 cents freight charge.
hegan. slide down the ways at the doctor is a native of Vinalhaven
of his brow, that young Ed ran
Nevertheless persistence,
good Cobb-Butler yard.
and is always interested in the
slap into the greatest disaster o: service and unfailing courtesy
In 1906 with business going contents of The Courier-Gazette
his life. He had SCO count lobsters brought swift results and a year great guns and Monhegan and I wonder if the Vinalhaven people
in his car at Burnt Cove and was iater the bigger twin-stack Silver Mineola at peak load, Capt. Archi- can name him. He practices in Auin ihe act of selling them when star replaced Jessie and the second bald's keen Yankee business sense burn.
he discovered a loose slat oil the phase of Capt. Archibald's dream told him to take advantage of the
While Keeper Frank Hilt was In
car and every last lobster gone, came true, for the faster, bigger offer by the moguls of the Eastern the Maine Hospital we sent him a
and with them, every nickel he silver Star allowed him to extend Steamship Company, then swiftly card, but when we got our mail,
had in the world.
[ the route to Round Pond and gaining control of many steamship found he was home, so he probably
Thereupon he took his midget Boothbay. Business grew steadily, lines from New York to the Prov- failed to receive the card. Sorry—
steamer and began hauling lob- ' and five years to the day from the inces. He saw the automobile mak- but glad that you are better and at
sters for General Davis Tillson time he took the Jessie to Port' ing its appearance as a very dis- home Keeper Hilt.
who then had a lobster factory on i Clyde he realized his ambition, re- tant but nevertheless real menace Mr. and Mrs. William Miller,
Hurricane.
Shortly the factory j placing Silver Star with the much to water-borne traffic, so he sold daughter June and her bridegroom
was moved to Tillson s Wharf,1 larger and abler Portland steamer, to the Eastern, continuing on asEdward Benoit were here for a day
Rockland, near the present Feyler Merryconeag and making the first master .of the Monhegan for threerecently. Mr andMrsBenoit
are
plant and to meet the increased trip on his Rockland-Portland months, the route meantime haring keeping house ln Concord N H
demand Capt. Ed swapped his run. Exactly how much courage been extended to Jonesport with We wish them a long life of happiGeorgia for the larger steamer this radical extension of service the exit of the Maine Central's ness
Jessie. He also bought lobsters from Boothbay to Portland took aide wheeler Frank Jones which, We were
,o ,earn
for the Burnham & Morrill factory may be judged from the fact that went on to New York for a career Charles Tracv is in the 8oldiers'
In Portland when the "no lobster his first load on the expensive new- of high adventure and ultimate Home in Togus. His leg was ampacking ’ law passed and that ended steamboat consisted of one bed- tragedy.
putated recently.
Thought his'
that.
'stead, freight $1.25. and no pas(End of Part 1. Concluded next friends would like to know and send
Without an hour's hesitation sengers.
Saturday —J.MR]
him a card to cheer him.

nticing are the offerings

E

flagging your eye from

behind the plate glass along

DEEB ISLAND THOROUGHFARE

Automobile Row—how in the

Tender Hibiscus landed supplies
May 7, Since then I have been
busy painting, cleaning and white1 washing these last few good days.
I recently celebrated another [
birthday. The years do roll around
fast!

world can a poor mortal pick

We ventured out for our first
picnic of tiie season on Mother's
Day.

A few yachts liave passed by
lately—makes it look a bit summery.
We have had a few visitors, and a
weir ls being built near us; with the
fishing boats, all help to make com
pany.
A happy and prosperous summer
to all,
i PORTLAND HEAD
Out of sight in a bank of fog
all day Thursday, so much so we
came near neglecting our lettsr
Gov. Lewis O Barrows, being among nior Day, with registration at the
writing.
the guest speakers, this to be fol- Universalist Church at 9 a. m. and
. , .
tho annual ninh nnnnari rehearsal of the junior chorus at
as bus-v as ever and Jus^
lowed
b\ the minutil club
conceit.
nrnund ihp r*nmo»fn
oir
tne corneris June and .vaMaine Federation of
9 15. \irc
Mrs. w-»it»r
Walter nniuv
Dolley.rAn/iiwtino
conducting.i arouna
I
] Half hour piano duo program by
cationists.
The junior sessions will feature
Music Clubs Sees a Busy
and Interesting Gathering Mrs' clyde Potter and Donald Ire- greetings from the National and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling Rum
land'
[State officers, reports and presen- ford-called on Mrs. R. T. Sterling
The complimentary concert, by
of honor cards
,Junior Monday.
The Maine Federation of Mu
W. R. Hilt, Mrs F. O. Hilt and
representatives
of
the
senior
organ
, luncheon at 12.30 in the Universalist
sic Clubs meets Thursday. Friday
izations. occurs at 8.15.
I'estry and program of the State Mrs. R. T. Sterling were at Cape
and Saturday in Gardiner with the
Fridays schedule opens with an Junior club at 2 p. m. with guest Elizabeth Wednesday afternoon.
Gardiner Choral Society as the organ recital at 9.45 a. m., regular speaker.
Mrs. Robert Fickett and daugh
ter, Elizabeth of South Portland
hostess club, and Mr. and Mrs. Clyde [ session at 10 o'clock including re-j
were guests of Mrs. R. T. Sterling
J. Potter co-chairmen.
j ports of the extension, finance, pub- MR. HAWES' HOLSTEINS
Headquarters will be at the Uni- , licity and junior departments and
"Seven Tree" is the newly selected Monday evening.
The Hilts and Mrs. Sterling
versalist Church, opening with reg- an address "Justice for Genius" by herd prefix name which will be
istratlon. National and State offi- j Mrs Grace W Towne, representing used by H. A. Hawes, Union, in called on Mrs. Clyde Orant, Cape
cers, honor guests, delegates and the American Society of Composers, registering his purebred Holstein Elizabeth, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling, Jr.,
visiting members will be entertained Luncheon will be at 12.30 at the dairy cattle.
were
dinner guests of their parents
at a coffee Thursday noon by Major First Baptist Church.
Exclusive use of this trade-mark
and Mrs. Robert Hallowell Oardiner
Dr. John Warren Erb National lor identifying his herd has been at the Light Thursday evening.
“A great boat in the ice,” was common tribute to S.S. Monhegan, Capt. Archibald's biggest steamboat, and
here she is depicted doing her stuff off Stonington.

Meets In Gardiner

at "The Oaklands," music being fur-| chairman of Orchestra and Cham- certified and recorded by The Holnished by a string ensemble, direc- ber music will give an address at steln-Friesian Association of Ameri- TENANT’S HARBOR
A meeting of the St. George High
ted by Mrs. Marguerite Lum.
[the 2 o'clock meeting and at 4.30 ,ca. Brattleboro, Vermont.
An organ recital will be given at a rehearsal of thc State Chorus will
More than 2.800.000 Holsteins 1 School Alumni Association will be
1 45 the official opening, address be Held at the Armory, directed by have been registered in the United i held atthe High School building
of welcome, response etc. taking . Dr. Erb. Supper at 6 30 will be at! States, but naming animals has 1 Tuesday night at 8 p'clock to oomplace at 2 p. m. Ai address by thc [ St. Joseph's Hall. A complimentary been simplified because some 10.000 picteplans for a
banquet
National president, Mrs. Vincent ] concert, by the State choirs will i prefixes have been reserved already
Uncle Sam has collected about
Hilles Ober will be given and re- ] take place at 8.15 at the State Ar- ! by Holstein breeders.
ports read.
|mory.
j
-----------------$1,500,000,000 ln taxes on legal beer
At 6.30 there will be a banquet,
Saturday will be observed as JuSubscribe to Tlie Courier-Oazette. since 1933.

the best of the bunch?

You can’t try them all, it’s
plain. But there’s one thing

you can do that makes a lot of
sense.

Just give yourself a yardstick
to start with.
Take the car that all the talk's

with ride-steadying torque-tube

about. Give yourself something to

drive, may spoil you entirely for

sturdiness — a longer car and the

go on by trying a Buick first.

any other kind of ride.

sturdiest frame at the money.

Of course, it may be tough on the

Again, there are things like recoil-

next fellow once you’ve sampled

mounted

Buick’s swift and thrifty Dynaflash

scaled cooling systems, Two-Way

Flint, Mich.—transoo tation based

straight-eight — no

engine

Direction Signals with automatic

on rail rates, state and local taxes

made is balanced after assembly

cut-off and so on that you simply

(if any), and optional equipment

to si ick-as-watchworks smoothness.

can’t find elsewhere.

and accessories extra.

And stout, soft eoil springs all

But it isn’t only Buick’s six-dozen

That adds up to delivered prices

around, especially when combined

new features that make this the car

that will open your eyes wide—so

you can’t pas9 by—it’s also the price.

why not ask your Buick dealer for

other

as power and size and deep-rooted

.

Knee-Action, pressure-

Current prices! start at $895 Ikfor
the business coupe delivered at

the whole story and a free demon

BuUk prU«* befl,n

stration?

That puts a really great car within

your reach. It buys not only a lot
^Prices subject to change without

of exclusives and extras, but gives

notice.

you more of the basic things, such

zzgrx zGz/jtf
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C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

SIS THI GENUAL MOTORS EXHIBITS AT THE NEW YORK ANO SAN FRANCISCO FAIRS

